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Supplementary Information 20 

S1 Supplementary analysis  21 

S1.1: Socio-economic background of participant pools  22 

768 individuals participated in our study, half of them Germans and half Russians. The 23 

experimental sessions were conducted from November 2016 to February 2017 at the 24 

laboratories of the Higher School of Economics, Moscow, of the Tomsk State University 25 

of Control Systems and Radioelectronics (in the Russian Federation), and at Bonn 26 

University and Kiel University (in Germany).  27 

Moscow is the capital of the Russian Federation and is located in Central Russia, 28 

its population being about 12.5 million inhabitants in the city area plus about 7.5 million 29 

in the Moscow region, which is an urbanized area near the capital city. Tomsk is the 30 

administrative center of Tomsk oblast (region) located in the southwest of Siberia and has 31 
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about 580,000 inhabitants. Bonn was the capital of the Federal Republic of Germany 32 

from 1949 to 1990. It has about 330,000 inhabitants and is situated in the Federal State of 33 

North-Rhine Westphalia, located in West Germany. Kiel has a population of about 34 

230,000 inhabitants and is the capital of the Federal State of Schleswig-Holstein, in 35 

Northern Germany. 36 

Table S1 summarizes participants’ distribution across the four locations. About 37 

three quarters of German participants studied in the region where they are born (75% in 38 

both Kiel and Bonn). About 50% of Moscow participants are born in the Moscow area or 39 

Central Russia, while in Tomsk nearly 90% of participants are born in the regions east of 40 

the Urals. While the sample is evenly balanced across the two Russian locations, due to 41 

logistical constraints the Bonn laboratory was not available on some dates, hence we run 42 

some extra sessions at the Kiel laboratory. Since we find no significant differences in 43 

behavior between participants in the two locations within each country (see Table S7-S8), 44 

we do not believe that results are affected by the uneven distribution of observations 45 

between the two German locations. 46 

 47 

Laboratory Frequency Percentage 

Bonn 168 21.88 

Kiel 216 28.12 

Moscow 192 25.00 

Tomsk 192 25.00 

Total 768 100.00 

Table S1: Distribution of participants across locations 
Notes: This table reports the absolute and relative 

frequencies (%) of participants per participating laboratory. 

An anonymous post-experimental questionnaire provides us with further socio-48 

demographic details of our participant pools (see Table S2). We do not report income 49 

data due to a high percentage of missing data and implausible data entries.  50 

German participants are older than Russian participants, reflecting the fact that 51 

enrolment at university typically occurs two years earlier in Russia than Germany. The 52 

gender distribution was balanced in the two countries: 49% of participants are females in 53 
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Germany and 51% in Russia. Nearly all participants were not married. The language 54 

primarily spoken in families is German or Russian, respectively. Participation in 55 

academic exchange programs was comparable in both participant pools. In both countries 56 

around 40% of participants reported being Christians and about the same proportion 57 

reported being atheists.  About one fifth of German participants studied Humanities and 58 

Social Sciences, Mathematics and Natural Sciences, or Economics and Management 59 

each, while the majority of Russian participants majored in Management and Economics.  60 

 61 

VARIABLES (average or %) German Russian 
Age (years)  23.28 (3.77) 20.43 (2.92) 
Female (%) 49.25  50.75 
Height (cm)  175.27 (9.84) 172.93 (9.67) 
Marital status: married (%) 1.05  3.65  
National language spoken at home (%) 95.54 96.35 
Academic exchange (%) 12.50  16.15  
Religious denomination (%)   

Christians (Germany: Catholics, 
Protestants; Russia: Orthodox) 

44.53 40.36 

Atheists/Agnostics 43.49 44.53 
Other  11.98 15.20 

Participant’s degree (%)   
Humanities and Social Sciences 24.74 17.45 
Mathematics and Natural Sciences 22.66 19.01 
Economics and Management 20.57 52.86 
Other 32.03 10.68 

   
Table S2: Demographic characteristics of participants’ pools 
Note: The table reports the frequency observed for each characteristic in the German 

and Russian participant pool. Standard deviation for age and height in parentheses. 

Other religious denomination includes e.g. Buddhist and Muslim in both countries, 

Orthodox Christians in Germany, and Protestant and Catholic in Russia. Other 

Participant’s degree include, e.g., medicine, law, psychology, theology. 

90% of German participants’ fathers are born in the territory of the Federal 62 

Republic of Germany (FRG) or the former German Democratic Republic (GDR), 5% in 63 

the EU, and 5% in other European countries (including Russia), in Turkey, other Asian 64 

countries, Africa, Australia, or the US. The distribution is similar for participants’ 65 

mothers (FRG or GDR: 91%; EU: 5%, other European countries incl. Russia, in Turkey, 66 

Asia or Africa: 4%). Parents are from 29 different countries that partially overlap 67 

between fathers and mothers. 68 
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Nearly all fathers of Russian participants are born in the territory of the former 69 

USSR (99%), of whom at least 70% in the Russian Federation1, and only 1% outside of 70 

the former USSR.  The figures for mothers are nearly the same (former USSR: 99%; RF: 71 

at least 71%; outside of USSR: 1%). Parents are from 16 different countries with the 72 

parents’ native countries mostly overlapping. 73 

We classified participants’ mothers’ and fathers’ highest level of education 74 

according to the following categories1: 1. Primary or lower education; 2. Secondary 75 

(lower or upper) education; 3. A-levels or post-secondary non-tertiary education; 4. 76 

Tertiary education (Bachelor, Master or Diploma degrees); 5. PhD or more than two 77 

diplomas or science degrees. Fig. S1 shows that the highest fraction of parents in the 78 

German participant pool has secondary education (39%), while the majority of Russian 79 

parents (56%) have an academic degree (Bachelor, Master or Diploma).  80 

Russian parents’ educational backgrounds regarding secondary and tertiary 81 

education are rather similar to the OECD data on educational attainment of 25 to 64 years 82 

old adults (21% vs. 24%, and 56% vs. 55%, respectively, see Fig. S1). This holds to some 83 

extent also for the German parents’ academic education (32% vs. 27%). The fraction of 84 

German parents with secondary education is lower than the OECD data. In both 85 

countries, parents holding a PhD, or more than two diplomas or science degrees, are 86 

overrepresented compared to the OECD data. 87 

 

1 While 70% of Russians participants explicitly stated that their parents were born in Russia or the 

Russian Federation, 11.5% stated that their parents were born in the Soviet Union (USSR) 

without specifying whether their birthplace was located within the current boundaries of the 

Russian Federation or within one of the now independent states. 
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 88 

Fig. S1: Parents' education and OECD data1 on educational attainment of 25-64 89 
year-old adults. The figure reports the percentage distributions of German and Russian 90 
participants’ mothers’ and fathers’ highest level of education (N=1,507). In addition, 91 
OECD data on educational attainment of 25-64 years old adults in 2016 are shown. 92 
Source: OECD data1: Indicator A1, Table A1.1: Educational attainment of 25-64 year-93 
olds. 94 
 95 

S1.2 Cultural variation in Russian and German populations 96 

According to international surveys, Russian and German populations differ along many 97 

cultural traits. The Inglehart-Welzel world cultural map2 ranks countries according to two 98 

scales (Fig. S2). The first scale contrasts Survival values - characterized by search for 99 

economic and physical security, a relatively ethnocentric outlook and low levels of trust 100 

and tolerance – and Self-expression values – in turn characterized by search for subjective 101 

well-being, self-expression, and quality of life. The second scale contrasts traditional 102 

values, which are centered around religion, deference to authority, traditional family 103 

values, and a nationalistic outlook, where secular-rational values have the opposite 104 

preferences to traditional values. Russia is a typical exponent of the “Orthodox Europe” 105 

group, scoring slightly below average in the Survival vs. Self-Expression Values scale and 106 

slightly above average in the Traditional vs. Secular Values scale. Conversely, Germany 107 

epitomizes the “Protestant Europe” group, ranking among the top in both scales. The 108 

difference between the two countries appears particularly large on the Survival vs. Self-109 

Expression Values scale rather than on the other dimension.  110 

 111 
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 112 

Fig. S2: Inglehart-Welzel cultural map.  113 
Source: http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/ 114 

 115 

According to the Hofstede’s six-dimension model3 Russia ranks at the top positions 116 

on power distance, namely, “the extent to which the less powerful members of institutions 117 

and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed unequally”, 118 

while Germany is among the lower power distant countries (Fig. S3). If Germans attach 119 

high value to competition, achievement and success (labelled as “masculine” in the model), 120 

Russians score lower on this scale, as they attribute high value to caring for others and 121 

quality of life. While both countries score high in uncertainty avoidance, which spawns 122 

beliefs and institutions aiming to avoid uncertainty, Russia scores 30 points higher in this 123 

index. While German culture is classified as highly individualistic in the Hofstede’s model, 124 

Russian culture is ranked as collectivistic. The only dimension in which the countries are 125 

similar is long-term orientation, which is highly valued in both countries. 126 
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 127 

Fig. S3: Scores of Germany and Russia on Hofstede six-dimensions of national 128 
culture model.  129 
Source https://www.hofstede-insights.com/product/compare-countries/  130 

 131 

Finally, in a global survey of economic preferences4, Russia and Germany appear relatively 132 

close in terms of risk taking, positive and negative reciprocity, altruism and trust, but very 133 

different on patience, Germans being more patient than Russians. Patience is also the 134 

category most strongly associated with economic prosperity.  135 

Such differences in cultural traits are also reflected in our student sample. German and 136 

Russian participants held cultural beliefs on the acceptability of socially or morally relevant 137 

behaviors that were significantly different from each other for eight out of the ten 138 

dimensions being considered (Table S3). While participants from two German locations 139 

held significantly different beliefs only in one out of the ten dimensions considered, cultural 140 

differences were more extensive between Moscow and Tomsk, with seven significant 141 

differences out of ten. Finally, German participants were more worried that global warming 142 

represents a threat to them or their families than Russian participants. 143 

 144 
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City   Statistics Benefits_Claim Fare_Avoidance Tax_Cheating Bribe Homosexuality Prostitution 

Bonn   Mean 1.71 2.50 1.54 1.66 4.79 3.29 

  St. Dev. 0.89 1.02 0.76 0.92 0.71 1.15 
Kiel   Mean 1.73 2.24 1.54 1.61 4.82 3.19 
    St. Dev. 0.95 1.12 0.84 0.90 0.57 1.11  

Tests 
between 
German 
locations 

Z-
statistics 

0.18 2.63** 0.55 0.66 -0.06 0.77 

  p-value 0.86 0.008 0.58 0.51 0.95 0.44 

Moscow  Mean 2.86 2.53 2.49 1.63 3.67 3.16 

  St. Dev. 1.04 0.96 1.14 0.85 1.54 1.38 
Tomsk   Mean 2.79 1.99 2.10 1.58 2.62 2.18 
    St. Dev. 1.14 1.04 1.20 1.00 1.69 1.40 

 
Tests 
between 
Russian 
locations  

Z-
statistics 

0.75 5.71*** 3.694*** 1.64 5.94*** 6.784*** 

  
p-value 

0.45 
<0.0001 

0.0002 0.1009 
<0.0001 <0.0001 

 

Tests 
between 
Germany and 
Russia 
  

Z-
statistics 

-13.84*** 1.22 -9.50*** 0.71 15.37*** 5.84*** 

  
p-value <0.0001 

0.22 
<0.0001 

0.4784 
<0.0001 <0.0001 

  146 
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City   Statistics Divorce Euthanasia Suicide Beat_Wife Global_Warming_Threat 

Bonn   Mean 4.50 3.46 3.04 1.08 0.53 

  St. Dev. 0.82 1.26 1.29 0.32 0.50 
Kiel   Mean 4.61 3.51 3.11 1.09 0.56 
    St. Dev. 0.69 1.09 1.27 0.41 0.50 

 
Tests between 
German locations 

Z-
statistics 

-1.31 -0.04 -0.57 0.22 -0.56 

    p-value 0.19 0.97 0.57 0.83 0.58 

Moscow 
 

Mean 4.30 4.08 2.67 1.27 0.32 

 
 

St. Dev. 1.08 1.18 1.53 0.56 0.47 
Tomsk   Mean 3.43 3.18 1.89 1.28 0.50 
    St. Dev. 1.33 1.49 1.30 0.72 0.50 

 
Tests between 
Russian locations 

Z-
statistics 

6.77*** 5.98*** 5.35*** 1.01 -3.63*** 

    p-value <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.3108 0.0003 

 

Tests between 
Germany and 
Russia 

Z-
statistics 

7.80*** -2.53* 8.15*** -5.18*** 3.72*** 

    p-value <0.0001 0.0115 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0002 

Table S3: Differences in cultural traits between locations. The table reports mean and standard deviation of answers to questions tapping into 147 
cultural traits, taken from the World Value Survey. The text of the questions is reported in Section S6: Question 23. Answers were given on a 1-5 148 
scale where 1 means “Never justifiable” and 5 means “Always justifiable”. The questions inquired about a participant’s acceptance of claiming 149 
government benefits to which one is not entitled (Benefits_Claim), avoiding a fare on public transport (Fare_Avoidance), cheating on taxes if one 150 
has the chance (Tax_Cheating), someone accepting a bribe in the course of their duties (Bribe), homosexuality (Homosexuality), prostitution 151 
(Prostitution), abortion (Abortion), divorce (Divorce), euthanasia (Euthanasia), suicide (Suicide), and of a man beating his wife (Beat_wife). We 152 
also report means and standard deviation to Question 17, asking participants to state whether they think that global warming will pose a serious 153 
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threat to them or their family in their lifetime (Global_Warming_Threat). Answer to the last question were dichotomous (yes/no). We also report 154 
z-statistics and p-values of two-tailed Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney tests on the null hypothesis of equality of samples between the two locations 155 
within the same country, or between the two countries. 156 
 157 
 158 
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S1.3 Identification of Nash equilibria and cooperative solution 159 

The Collective Risk Social Dilemma (CRSD) is an n-person game (in our experiment n=6) 160 

where each player i is initially endowed with an equal amount of money w and can 161 

contribute some amount , with , to a collective account in order to avoid a loss 162 

to his or her private account. If all players’ total contribution, denoted by , 163 

exceeds a given threshold T, there will be no loss for any player’s private account of size 164 

. If, however, , there will be a loss of L% to each player’s private account. We 165 

denote by 𝑃 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ; 1  the probability of loss avoidance (PLA). In case of loss, only a 166 

share  of the private account will survive. The final payoff will be  with 167 

probability 𝑃 and  with probability  1 − 𝑃 . 168 

 169 

The stage game with no sanctioning 170 

 171 

First, we rule out the possibility of sanctioning, and for simplicity we assess the interaction 172 

as if it was played over just one period, rather than over ten periods. Even if it is plausible 173 

that many individuals dynamically conditioned their behavior on the observation of what 174 

others did in the previous period, the basic insights over the strategic nature of the 175 

interaction can be better seen considering a one-shot reduced form game. The expected 176 

payoff for a risk neutral player2 with purely selfish preferences is then given by: 177 

  (1) 178 

where E is the expected value operator, and  is the strategy 179 

profile of the other players except i. 180 

To determine the non-cooperative equilibrium with (thus omitting the Min-181 

Operator), we differentiate  with respect to  to obtain: 182 

  183 

 

2 A risk neutral player is indifferent between a lottery with uncertain payoffs and its expected 
value. 
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 186 

This term is negative for all strategy profiles  whenever , i.e. if the 187 

threshold is sufficiently large.3  Thus if  188 

          (3) 189 

contributing nothing is the unique symmetric non-cooperative Nash equilibrium with 190 

expected (= sure) payoff of  per player. On the other hand, if 191 

 then in the symmetric non-cooperative solution players 192 

contribute as much to avoid all risk. Finally, if  ,  193 

there is an interior unique symmetric equilibrium with positive contributions given by 194 

  (4) 195 

It is interesting to note that both a higher threshold T and a higher survival rate s lead to 196 

lower equilibrium contributions, while more initial wealth and thus also a higher value at 197 

risk, increase contributions. 198 

Cooperative solution 199 

The cooperative solution maximizes the sum of individual expected payoffs:  200 

                                               (5)  201 

where E again is the expected value operator, and denote total contributions. 202 

The first-order necessary condition for an interior solution is given by 203 

 

3 It is easy to see that the second-order condition for a maximum is satisfied.  
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  (6) 204 

or solving for the total (group) contributions: 205 

  (7) 206 

An interior solution results if . It is easy to see that this is equivalent to   207 

  (8) 208 

while a corner solution  by which the group eliminates all risk is optimal if  209 

  (9) 210 

From (7) it is easy to see that , , and 211 

. Thus, both a higher threshold and a higher survival rate 212 

induce optimal contributions to fall, while higher wealth triggers more contributions since 213 

more is at risk. 214 

Set of cooperative profiles: 215 

Note that the optimal aggregate solution given by (7) in the interior case (i.e. positive 216 

contributions), and by *C T  in the corner case, can be generated by many different 217 

contribution profiles  with * *

1

n

ii
c C


   and  satisfying the individual 218 

rationality constraint for each player, i.e. no player is worse off as in the non-cooperative 219 

equilibrium:  220 

  (10) 221 

If (3) holds, i.e. no player wants to contribute in equilibrium, (10) is satisfied if   222 
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Risk aversion 228 

The above analysis was based on the hypothesis that players are risk neutral, i.e. 229 

indifferent between a lottery with uncertain payoffs and its expected value for sure. 230 

People who prefer the certain amount to a lottery whose expected payoff equals that 231 

amount are said to be risk averse, while people with opposite preferences are called risk 232 

seekers or risk lovers. Risk averse preferences can be introduced through a concave – 233 

rather than linear – objective function (or utility function) with  and 234 

 (in the risk neutral case  being linear), defined over the space of money 235 

amounts .  In this case the objective function is: 236 

  (12) 237 

Similar to the risk neutral case, one can show that contributing nothing is the only 238 

equilibrium if the threshold for avoiding any loss, T, is sufficiently high, and a unique 239 

interior symmetric equilibrium exists if T is sufficiently low. For a utility function of the 240 

form  with  – referred to as constant relative risk aversion – equilibrium 241 

conditions are given by: 242 

  (13) 243 

whereas the cooperative total contributions are determined by 244 

  245 
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Equilibrium contributions are non-decreasing in a, i.e., more risk aversion (a lower 247 

parameter a) leads to lower contributions for an interior equilibrium. This result, counter-248 

intuitive at first glance, is due to the fact that contributing more only slightly increases the 249 

probability of loss avoidance, while it for sure decreases the amount that could be kept in 250 

case of a loss.  251 

By contrast, for an interior cooperative solution with , total contributions are 252 

decreasing in a, which in turn means, they are increasing if payers get more risk averse.  253 

The stage game with sanctioning 254 

The above analysis can be extended to the case of sanctioning. In this case, 255 
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personal accounts are equal to: ∑ (𝑤 − 𝑐 − 𝑑 − 𝑒 ) , where 𝑑  is the sum of tokens 256 

spent by individual i in period t to deduct tokens from other players, while 𝑒  is the 257 

number of tokens deducted from the account of individual i in period t as a result of 258 

sanctions by other players. With respect to the NE, agents willing to maximize their 259 

expected payoffs will not punish others, because this is costly to them and, according to 260 

the NE, players should continue to contribute nothing even when being sanctioned. As for 261 

the CS, there is no need to sanction, because players already achieve the course of action 262 

that maximizes total payoffs. Therefore, both the NE and CS with sanctions coincide with 263 

the NE and CS without sanctions. 264 

It is clear that the NE does not take into account other motivations that individuals 265 

may have, such as a desire to pursue the group interests, altruism, concerns for efficiency, 266 

and reciprocity. It is nonetheless customary in economics to use the NE as a benchmark 267 

theoretical solution to analyze the strategic outcomes if people are only concerned with 268 

the maximization of their individual payoffs. 269 

S1.4 Analysis of anti-social sanctioning 270 

We defined anti-social sanctioning (AS) as an ego punishing an alter having contributed 271 

no less than the group median. An alternative definition used in the literature identifies 272 

AS as an ego punishing an alter having contributed no less than ego5-7. Pro-social 273 

sanctioning (PS) is defined as the residual category of AS, i.e. sanctioning targeting either 274 

alters who are contributing less than the median in the first definition, or alters having 275 

contributed less than ego in the alternative definition. Results are qualitatively equivalent 276 

using either definition (analyses not reported, available upon request). Previous studies 277 

observed significantly higher levels of AS in Russia than in Germany5,8. Consistently with 278 

the analysis of cooperation, we considered each group as an independent observation. We 279 

constructed the mean of AS and PS for each group (or (sub)group of participants from the 280 

same nationality within a group) dividing the total number of tokens spent for either AS 281 

or PS in a (sub)group by the number of people making up a (sub)group, that is, six people 282 

for the national treatments and three people for the international treatments.  283 

Fig. S9 reports average AS and PS across treatments and nationality. Russians spent on 284 

average 2.52 times as much as Germans for AS in national treatments. Average AS was 285 

2.2 tokens in Russian national treatments (out of 100 tokens overall available individually 286 

for sanctioning over the 10 rounds), and 0.86 tokens in German national treatments. This 287 
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difference is at the margin of statistical significance (p=0.054, N=32). 4 Russians spent 288 

more for PS in national treatments, too, but the differences were smaller (p=0.33, N=32). 289 

The relatively modest amount spent in AS compared to other experiments is arguably 290 

caused by the possibility to identify who sanctioned others, a characteristic that has been 291 

proved to reduce sanctioning –especially AS – for fear of retaliation6. 292 

While the patterns of Germans and Russians’ sanctioning involved in International B-293 

treatments tended to be similar to what was observed in national treatments, some 294 

differences emerged in the International O-treatments. Germans increased the amount of 295 

PS in the International O-treatment (6.1 tokens) compared to the German national 296 

treatment (3.9 tokens) (p=0.044, N=32); Russians also increased their level of PS in the 297 

International O-treatment (8.4 tokens) compared to the Russian national treatment (5.8 298 

tokens), and nearly halved the amount of AS in the International O-treatment (1.2 tokens) 299 

compared to the Russian national treatment (2.2 tokens), although these differences are 300 

not statistically significant (p=0.28 for PS; p=0.60 for AS, N=32). Overall, there were no 301 

statistically significant differences between Germans and Russians sub-groups in 302 

international treatments.  303 

S1.5 Analysis of the impact of sanctions on contributions  304 

We analyzed the capacity of sanctions to increase cooperation through an OLS estimator 305 

of an econometric model using as dependent variable the difference in Contribution to the 306 

collective fund between the current period and the previous period – i.e. 𝛥𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =307 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  − 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 . Even if the data have a panel structure, individual 308 

random effects are obliterated by the fact that the dependent variable is a difference of 309 

individual-level variables. 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠  is the key dependent variable in the 310 

analysis reported in Table S11. It is the number of tokens being deducted to a 311 

participant’s personal account in the previous period because of sanctioning by other 312 

group members. 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠  can range from 0 to 55 tokens (Table S6). Fig. S7 313 

reports the distribution of 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠  by treatment. The model in Table S11, 314 

column 1, includes fixed effects for treatments - RUS_NAT_S being the omitted category 315 

- and for periods. Given that treatments were randomly assigned to groups of participants, 316 

 

4 All tests being reported are two-tailed non-parametric Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney tests, unless 
otherwise stated.  
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one possibility is to cluster standard errors at the group level to obtain standard errors 317 

robust to heteroskedasticity9. Nevertheless, we follow the more conservative approach10  318 

suggesting to consider different levels of clustering – individual, group, and session level 319 

in our case – and then choose the level of clustering associated with the lowest average 320 

within-cluster standard deviation, which yields the highest possible standard error 321 

correction for heteroskedasticity. By construction, this approach minimizes the possibility 322 

of incurring in false-positive treatment effects, i.e. accepting that a treatment effect exists 323 

when this is not the case. In our case, the mean standard deviations for 𝛥𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 at 324 

the individual level is 8.08, 9.03 at the group level, and 9.30 at the session level. We then 325 

opt for clustering standard errors at the individual level11. This model was reported in 326 

Table 2 and commented in the main paper. 327 

The model in Table S11, column 2 adds demographic characteristics that are 328 

“exogenous” to the participant – namely, country of birth, age, gender, and parents’ 329 

education. The latter variable is modelled as a pair of dummy variables identifying 330 

whether one or both parents have attained a university degree, neither parent holding 331 

higher education being the omitted category. The model of column 3 adds demographic 332 

variables that are, at least partly, the result of the participant’s decisions. Such are the 333 

participant’s university degree – grouped into Humanities and Social Sciences, 334 

Mathematics and Natural Sciences, Economics, other disciplines being the omitted 335 

category – height, marital status, participation in a university exchange program, religion 336 

– coded as atheist, Christian denomination in Germany (catholic and protestant), 337 

Christian denomination in Russia (orthodox), other denominations (Buddhists, Muslims, 338 

Orthodox in Germany, Protestant and Catholic in Russia), and an index of environmental 339 

action. Such index is the first principal component of four questions asking whether 340 

participants buy environmentally-friendly goods, save water, participate in ecological 341 

movements, and are active in recycling (see Section S6: Questions 19-22). It is worth 342 

noting that the coefficient for 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠  remains stable to the inclusion of such 343 

demographic factors. We also note that men increase cooperation significantly less than 344 

women for every token of sanctioning (p=0.007; Table S11, column 2) and this effect is 345 

absorbed by participant’s height in the model of Table S11, column 3 (p=0.025). In 346 

models (4 – 6) we replicated the models in (1 – 3) adding the interaction terms between 347 

𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠  and the treatment dummies. The model in column 4 provides the 348 

coefficients reported in Table 2, columns 2–5, of the main paper, relative to the impact of 349 
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𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠  in each treatment. t-tests on the null hypothesis of equality between 350 

treatment coefficients from the same model are reported in Table 2, columns 3–5. The 351 

introduction of demographic variables in columns 5-6 of Table S11 leaves the key 352 

interaction coefficients approximately unchanged, showing the robustness of the results 353 

to demographic characteristics. It is also worth noting the negative sign of all Period 354 

coefficients, and the sizable and highly significant coefficients for Period 9 and 10 355 

(p<0.001 for either variable in all models in Table S11), Period 2 being the omitted 356 

category. This is the consequence of a decreasing trend in contributions across periods, 357 

with a markedly pronounced drop in contributions in the last two periods of interaction 358 

(Fig. S5). Nevertheless, the disciplining power of sanctioning does not seem to vary over 359 

time. Adding an interaction term between 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠  and the variable Period 360 

indicating the period of interaction returns an insignificant effect (p=0.41; regression not 361 

reported). 362 

Table S12 replicates the above analysis using 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  instead of 363 

𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠  as the key independent variable to study the impact of sanctioning on 364 

next period contributions. 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  is defined as follows: 365 

 366 

𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
 1       𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 > 0
0       𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 0

   (15) 367 

 368 

Comparing the results from the models of Table S11 and Table S12 enables us to 369 

study whether the size of sanctioning was relevant in addition to and beyond the mere 370 

fact of having been sanctioned. Although the variety of motivations behind sanctioning is 371 

large12, sanctions typically transmit the information that others are dissatisfied with an 372 

individual’s past behavior, particularly for failing to comply with injunctive norms as 373 

perceived by other individuals in the group. For this reason, sanctioning transmits 374 

relevant information to the sanctioned individual in addition to the size of the sanctions. 375 

On average across treatments, being sanctioned increased cooperation by 4.3 tokens in 376 

the next period, compared with not being sanctioned (p<0.001, Table S12, column 1). 377 

The impact is significantly different from 0 in all treatments (p<0.001 for all of them, 378 

Table S12, column 4), is largest in GER_NAT_S (b= 4.89) and smallest in RUS_NAT_S 379 

(b= 3.97). This result suggests that sanctions did not need to be large to urge individuals 380 

to cooperate more. This intuition is also supported by the observation that a dummy 381 

variable identifying received sanctions of just one token significantly increased 382 
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contribution in the next round (b= 1.81, p=0.003) in comparison with not being 383 

sanctioned, while a dummy variable identifying all sanctions larger than one token had a 384 

larger impact (b=5.04, p<0.001). The different impact of small and large sanctions on 385 

𝛥𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is statistically significant (b=3.22, p<0.001), demonstrating that the size 386 

of sanctions also mattered in addition to receiving an almost “symbolic” sanction of one 387 

token. We do not find significant differences of 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  across treatments.5 388 

Demographic effects for 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  are similar to those observed for 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 . 389 

We conclude that sanctions spurred individuals to increase cooperation even when we do 390 

not consider the actual size of sanctions, suggesting that even small sanctions had a 391 

significant effect in increasing cooperation. Since we do not observe treatment 392 

differences in the way 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  affects 𝛥𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, it was arguably the way 393 

sanctioned individuals reacted to relatively large sanctions that caused significant 394 

treatment differences in 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 . 395 

S1.6 Analysis of sanctions 396 

In Table S13 we report results of econometric analysis to explain determinants of the 397 

decisions to sanction. The dependent variable is the amount of sanction expenditure by a 398 

group member directed to another group member in each period. The dependent variable 399 

is discrete and ranges from 0 to 2 tokens. Given the discrete nature of the dependent 400 

variable, we applied an ordered logit regression with random effects at the level of each 401 

pair formed by a sanctioning agent and a sanctioned agent. The level at which average 402 

standard deviation is lowest is again the individual one, therefore we cluster standard 403 

errors at the individual level (see Section S1.5). The first specification only includes 404 

treatment and period dummies (Table S13, column 1). We note that the tendency to 405 

sanction others is significantly higher in Russian national interactions in comparison with 406 

German national interactions (b= -0.58; p= 0.05), while no significant differences emerge 407 

between other treatments. However, when we control for Contribution_Other, the amount 408 

of contribution by the recipient of the sanction (Table S13, column 2), the effect of 409 

GER_NAT_S loses significance and even switches sign (b=0.35; p= 0.31), while the effect 410 

for recipient’s contribution is highly significant (b= -0.11, p<0.001). This suggests that 411 

 

5 p-values of pairwise tests on the null hypothesis that coefficients are equal to each other range 
from p=0.36 for the test involving GER_NAT_S to INT_B_S and p=0.91 for the test involving 
RUS_NAT_S and INT_B_S. 
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the higher sanctioning observed in RUS_NAT_S in comparison with GER_NAT_S is not 412 

caused by higher intrinsic propensity by Russians to sanction others in comparison to 413 

Germans, but rather by the fact that Russians are faced with low cooperators with higher 414 

frequency, and thus react with higher sanctions. Overall, contributing one more token 415 

increases the probability of not being sanctioned by 0.6%, decreases the probability of 416 

being sanctioned by one token by 0.2% and the probability of being sanctioned by two 417 

tokens by 0.4%. It is also worth noting that after controlling for the contribution of the 418 

sanction recipient, the coefficients of dummies identifying International treatments turn 419 

positive and significant (p=0.003 for INT_B_S, p<0.001 for INT_O_S). This result 420 

denotes overall higher propensity to sanction in international than national treatments, 421 

controlling for the level of sanction recipient’s contribution. 422 

These results hold when introducing demographic factors (Table S13, columns 3-4). 423 

The only demographic factor that significantly predicts the propensity to sanction is gender, 424 

with men not sanctioning with 3.6% lower probability than women, sanctioning one token 425 

with 1.3% higher probability than women, and sanctioning two tokens with 2.2% higher 426 

probability than women, all other factors being held constant. It is also worth noting that 427 

the model not controlling for the contribution by the recipient of the sanction (Table S13, 428 

column 1) yields a significant increase in sanctions in the last period of interaction 429 

(p=0.003), but this variable loses significance when controlling for others’ contribution 430 

(Table S13, column 2-4). 431 

S1.7 Analysis of contributions 432 

We now look at determinants of contribution. We take as dependent variable the total 433 

number of tokens contributed to the group account over the 10 periods of interaction 434 

(Total Contribution). We fit an OLS estimator, with the set of covariates being the same 435 

as that used for the model described in Table S11 – except for the exclusion of past 436 

sanctions. Treatment fixed effects now include NS treatments, RUS_NAT_S being the 437 

omitted category. We follow the approach described in Section S1.5 and apply clustering 438 

of standard errors at the group level, because the average standard deviation of Total 439 

Contribution is lower at this level (s.d.= 84.7) than at the session level (s.d.= 89.5).  440 

The results are reported in Table S14. We commented the results concerning the 441 

Environmental Action Index (defined in Section S1.5) in the main paper. Here we note that 442 

among the demographic variables we included, only gender appears to be a significant 443 
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predictor of Total Contribution. We estimate that men contributed about 21 tokens less 444 

than women (over a total of possible contributions of 500 tokens over the ten periods) (p= 445 

0.001), see Table S14, columns 1 to 3.  446 

S1.8 Analysis of payoffs  447 

It is a priori not clear whether average expected payoffs in S-treatments should be higher 448 

than in NS-treatments. On the one hand, sanctioning others is costly, and this cost will 449 

lower payoffs in S-treatments. On the other hand, sanctioning induces higher cooperation 450 

levels, which reduce the risk of the loss event to occur and thus raise earnings in S-451 

treatments compared to NS-treatments. Average expected individual payoffs were 452 

significantly higher in NS-treatments (263.9 tokens) than in S-treatments (246.6 tokens) 453 

(p<0.0001; N=128). Sanction costs were on average 22.6 tokens per group – of which 7.1 454 

tokens were the costs incurred by those who sanctioned and 15.5 tokens were the costs 455 

suffered by the players being sanctioned. Hence, the payoff difference between S- and 456 

NS-treatments is in line with the difference in sanctioning costs.  457 

It has been demonstrated that the payoff difference between sanction and no-458 

sanction treatments is sensitive to the length of the interactions. With a low number of 459 

interactions, payoffs tend to be higher in NS than S-treatments13, while with longer 460 

interactions S-treatments outperforms NS-treatments. The reason is that it takes time for 461 

participants to realize that people are ready to sanction, thus sanctioning costs are reduced 462 

in the long run14. Since interactions were relatively few in our experiment, it could be the 463 

case that mean payoffs in the S-treatments would have been higher with longer 464 

interactions. Nonetheless, the apparent preference for insurance above the financially 465 

optimal level seems to entail that participants accepted to pay an extra cost for higher 466 

safety.  467 

S1.9 Generalizability of results to nationally representative samples 468 

Using university students’ samples is subject to three types of biases. First of all, 469 

students who self-select into participation in experiments may have different behavior 470 

than students who do not self-select into participation. Secondly, university student 471 

populations may differ in their behavior from the general population. Thirdly, the same 472 

individual may behave differently in a laboratory situation than in real life. The 473 

experimental economics literature has extensively investigated the extent of such biases 474 
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with particular reference to pro-sociality. While the bias between university students who 475 

self-select into experimental studies and the full population of university students appear 476 

to be negligible or limited to only some domains15, some differences in behavior may 477 

exist between student samples and representative samples of the population. In particular, 478 

many studies find that students’ sample behave more selfishly15-17 than representative 479 

samples, while some studies find no difference between university student samples and 480 

adult samples18. Such differences may be large. A nationally representative sample 481 

contributed 52% more than the student sample in a Dictator Game and returned 43% 482 

more in the Trust Game16. 483 

As for the third bias, while some produce evidence that the external validity of 484 

laboratory experiments – i.e. the extent to which pro-social behavior in the experiment is 485 

related with pro-social behavior in real life – is tenuous19-20, and individuals tend to act 486 

more altruistically when being put “under the lenses” of the researcher than otherwise, 487 

others find no evidence for such an “observer effect”15. Most importantly, experiments 488 

permit tightly controlled variation in the main parameters of an interaction and thus 489 

enable causal inference, which would be in most cases impossible to be achieved in 490 

natural settings 21. 491 

For the purpose of our study, and experimental studies in general, what really 492 

matters is not whether different samples have different baseline levels of cooperation, but 493 

whether the treatment effects are different in different samples. In this sense, it is 494 

reassuring that correlations across different variables have similar size in university 495 

students’ samples and samples representative of the general population15. This finding 496 

suggests that experiment with sample students permit inference to real-life behavior and 497 

that treatment effects found in university student samples are similar to general 498 

population samples. In fact, less noise has been found in students’ sample than in 499 

representative adult samples15. This fact, in conjunction with the observation that 500 

university students are less likely to incur in cognitive errors than adults, prompt some 501 

authors to conclude that students’ sample may be more reliable than representative 502 

samples to test hypotheses over correlations between variables15,22. 503 

In order to further test the representativeness of our sample, we have conducted an 504 

econometric exercise to estimate the amount of bias that running our experiment with a 505 

student sample introduces in comparison to a general sample. We have constructed an – 506 

admittedly basic – econometric model, in which some variables from our post-experiment 507 
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questionnaire are used to predict behavior in the experiment. Such variables are gender, 508 

generalized trust in others, and the extent to which the participants see themselves as part 509 

of the local, national, and world community, as well as the construal of the self as an 510 

autonomous individual. These variables are potential predictors of cooperation. In 511 

particular generalized trust is normally positively associated with cooperation, while 512 

perceiving to be an autonomous individual is likely to be negatively related with 513 

cooperation. Moreover, the level of identification with local, national, and world 514 

communities can be considered as a predictor of cooperation in international interactions. 515 

This set of questions was also asked in the waves of the World Value Survey (WVS) 516 

conducted in 2011 in Russia and in 2013 in Germany with representative samples of the 517 

population23. Descriptive statistics for these variables in our sample and in the WVS are 518 

reported in Table S15. We have used this model to predict contribution in our student 519 

sample for different sets of treatments and different nationalities. We have then 520 

conducted an out-of-sample estimation to evaluate the cooperation levels by a 521 

representative sample from the WVS. We have then estimated treatment effects for the 522 

hypothetical WVS sample.  523 

This analysis shows that sizable differences in trust and social identification exist 524 

between our student sample and national representative samples. In particular, the student 525 

sample is more trusting in general others than the WVS sample in Germany, while the 526 

opposite occurs in Russia. In Germany, students see themselves as autonomous 527 

individuals and part of the world of the community more often, and see themselves part 528 

of the local community and national community less often, than the national sample. In 529 

Russia, students seem themselves as autonomous individuals and part of the local 530 

community more often, and see themselves part of the national and world community less 531 

often, than the national sample. Sizable differences on these traits exist between the two 532 

countries, as Germans perceive themselves as autonomous individuals, and as members 533 

of the local and world communities more than what Russians do, while Russians perceive 534 

themselves as members of the national community more than Germans do.   535 

In an econometric model including both countries and all treatments, Generalized 536 

Trust is the strongest predictor of cooperation (b=17.2, p=0.010, N=736), particularly so 537 

in the national treatments (b=34.84, p=0.002, N=377). In international treatments, 538 

identification with the world community has a positive, albeit insignificant, sign (b=4.35, 539 

p=0.30, N=359), while identification with the national community has a negative – and 540 
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insignificant – sign (b=-5.61, p=0.24, N=359). Seeing oneself as an autonomous 541 

individual is negatively associated with cooperation (b=-3.78, p=0.30, N=736). Our out-542 

of-sample estimation predicts that a representative sample of the German population 543 

would be overall less cooperative than our student sample (Cohen’s d=0.48), whereas a 544 

Russian representative sample would be substantially more cooperative than the student 545 

sample (d = 0.61). According to our estimates, representative samples would be more 546 

cooperative in international interactions than in national interactions both in Germany 547 

(d=0.21) and, particularly so, in Russia (d=2.02). According to this exercise, international 548 

cooperation would then be beneficial in comparison with national cooperation even with 549 

a nationally representative sample. According to this out-of-sample estimation, Russians 550 

would be more cooperative than Germans in international interactions (d=0.52).551 
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S.2 Supplementary Tables 552 

 
National Blind Open 

 
Germany Russia Total Germany Russia Total Germany Russia Total 

Other lab is in same country 94.7 91.8 93.2 78.1 84.8 81.6 1.1 2.3 1.7 

Other lab is either in Russia 

(for Germans) or Germany 

(for Russians) 0 0 0 0 3.3 1.7 90.9 86.5 88.7 

Other lab is abroad but not 

in Russia / Germany 0 1.7 0.9 11.0 7.6 9.2 2.3 3.4 2.8 

Do not know 5.3 6.6 5.9 11.0 4.4 7.5 5.7 7.9 6.8 

Respondents 171 182 353 82 92 174 88 89 177 

Table S4 | Distribution of beliefs over location of the other city. In National treatments it was specified in the instructions that participants 553 
from the other city with which they were interacting were from the same country as the participant’s city of residence. In Blind treatments, it was 554 
only said that the other university was in “another city”, without specifying the country. In the Open treatments, German and Russian participants 555 
were told that they were interacting with other participants from Russia and Germany, respectively. We note that the distribution of beliefs in B-556 
treatments is considerably closer to that in the National treatments than in the O-treatments. 557 

 558 
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 559 

 
Germany Russia 

Age 0.28 0.10 

Height 0.33 0.20 

Father Education 0.20 0.39 

Mother Education 0.19 0.62 

University Degree 0.45 0.17 

Net Family Income 0.15 0.77 

University_Exchange 0.62 0.47 

Years of residence outside country 0.18 0.41 

Married 0.99 0.99 

Table S5 | Test of exogeneity of treatment. We report the p-560 
values of Kruskall-Wallis tests of the null hypothesis of equality 561 
of samples across treatments for a set of demographic and social 562 
characteristics, university degree and family income, within 563 
either country. The null hypothesis is never rejected at 564 
conventional levels of significance (p<0.10) for any of the 565 
variable being considered, which demonstrates that the 566 
treatments were exogenous to such characteristics. 567 
  568 
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Total number of Tokens spent to reduce 

one group member’s personal account 

by the other five group members 

Number of Tokens deducted from this 

group member’s personal account 

0 0 

1 1 

2 3 

3 6 

4 10 

5 15 

6 21 

7 28 

8 36 

9 45 

10 55 

Table S6: Relationship between tokens spent on sanctions and tokens 570 
deducted from the sanctioned participant’s personal account. 571 

  572 
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Germany Russia 

 
z p-value N z p-value N 

GER_NAT_NS -1.19 0.23 16    

GER_NAT_S -0.26 0.80 16    

RUS_NAT_NS    -1.16 0.24 16 

RUS_NAT_S    -1.13 0.25 16 

INT_B_NS -1.050 0.29 16 0.11 0.92 16 

INT_B_S - - - 0.63 0.53 16 

INT_O_NS -0.32 0.75 16 -1.79 0.074 16 

INT_O_S -1.89 0.059 16 1.16 0.25 16 

Table S7 | Analysis of within-country location differences: Contribution.  574 
 575 

 
Germany Russia 

 
z p-value N z p-value N 

GER_NAT_S 1.79 0.074 16    

RUS_NAT_S    0.86 0.39 16 

INT_B_S - - - -1.00 0.32 16 

INT_O_S 0.53 0.60 16 0.89 0.37 16 

Table S8: | Analysis of within-country location differences: Sanction. 576 
 577 
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 578 

   Round 

Country Treatment  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Germany 

National Vs. International Blind - S z-statistic 0.79 0.91 0.62 0.23 -0.53 -0.57 -0.28 -1.13 -0.98 -0.74 

 
P-value 0.43 0.36 0.53 0.82 0.60 0.57 0.78 0.26 0.33 0.46 

National Vs. International Open - S z-statistic 1.23 1.93† 1.85† 1.13 1.28 0.64 -0.36 -1.04 -0.74 -0.038 

 
P-value 0.22 0.054 0.065 0.26 0.20 0.52 0.72 0.30 0.46 0.97 

National Vs. International Blind - NoS z-statistic -0.43 0.38 0.11 0.25 0.17 -0.21 -0.53 0.19 -0.49 -0.62 

 
P-value 0.66 0.71 0.91 0.81 0.87 0.84 0.60 0.85 0.62 0.53 

National Vs. International Open - NoS z-statistic -0.79 -0.06 -0.09 -0.85 0.75 -0.42 -0.89 0.09 -0.17 0.08 

  P-value 0.43 0.95 0.92 0.40 0.45 0.68 0.38 0.92 0.87 0.94 

Russia 

National Vs. International Blind - S z-statistic -1.38 -1.38 -3.93*** -3.32*** -3.26** -2.83** -2.75** -3.51*** -3.21** -2.89** 

 
P-value 0.17 0.17 0.0001 0.0009 0.0011 0.0047 0.0059 0.0004 0.0013 0.0039 

National Vs. International Open - S z-statistic -0.74 -1.09 -2.45* -1.68† -2.38* -2.64** -2.30* -2.34* -3.22** -3.00** 

 
P-value 0.46 0.27 0.014 0.094 0.018 0.0083 0.021 0.019 0.0013 0.0027 

National Vs. International Blind - NoS z-statistic -2.21* -1.60 -1.30 -1.64 -1.40 -0.79 -1.73† -2.13* -1.92† -1.21  

 
P-value 0.027 0.11 0.19 0.10 0.16 0.43 0.083 0.033 0.054 0.23 

National Vs. International Open - NoS z-statistic -0.11 -0.66 -1.23 -1.02 -0.96 -0.62 -2.87** -2.53* -1.30 -0.47 

 
P-value 0.91 0.51 0.22 0.31 0.34 0.53 0.0042 0.011 0.19 0.64 

Table S9 |Analysis of differences in contribution levels between International and National treatments per period of interaction 579 
The Table reports results of Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney (WMW) ranksum tests over the null hypothesis that contributions in International treatments come from the 580 
same distribution as contribution in within-country national treatments. Tests are broken down by participants’ nationality. Blind and Open treatments for either 581 
German or Russian participants are compared with the corresponding national treatment with participants from the same nationality. Sanction (No-Sanction) 582 
treatments in international treatments are compared with Sanction (No-Sanction) treatments in national treatments. The Table reports the z-statistic of the WMW test 583 
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and the p-value of the test. A negative value of the z-statistic entails that the distribution of the national treatment tends to be more skewed towards the left – that is, 584 
observations tend to have lower value – than in the international treatment. *=p<0.001; **= p<0.01; *= p<0.05; †=p<0.1. The analysis is conducted at the group level, 585 
hence we have 32 observations for each test.586 
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Country Treatment Statistics Treatment 

   NS S 

Germany 

National Mean 65.1 86.2 

 St. Dev. (19.0) (10.7) 

 N 16 16 
International Mean 65.6 84.8 

 St. Dev. (20.8) (12.6) 

 N 32 32 
Blind Mean 65.0 86.6 

 St. Dev. (23.3) (13.3) 

 N 16 16 
Open Mean 66.3 83.0 

 St. Dev. (18.8) (12.1) 

 N 16 16 

Russia 

National Mean 50.9 64.1 

 St. Dev. (21.2) (19.7) 

 N 16 16 
International Mean 64.2 84.1 

 St. Dev. (19.6) (12.9) 

 N 32 32 
Blind Mean 65.6 86.8 

 St. Dev. (19.5) (10.8) 

 N 16 16 
Open Mean 62.8 81.5 

 St. Dev. (20.3) (14.5) 

 N 16 16 
Table S10: Decomposition of impact of Sanctions and 587 
Internationalization of interaction on cooperation 588 
  589 
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  −  𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES  
              
Sanction_Loss  0.42*** 0.42*** 0.42*** 0.36*** 0.31*** 0.30*** 

 [0.10] [0.09] [0.08] [0.07] [0.09] [0.08] 
GER_NAT_S 0.56* 0.81* 0.79* 0.21 -0.01 0.00 

 [0.28] [0.38] [0.38] [0.30] [0.46] [0.46] 
INT_B_S 0.91** 0.96** 1.03** 0.44 0.10 0.13 

 [0.28] [0.32] [0.31] [0.33] [0.39] [0.39] 
INT_O_S 0.62* 0.72* 0.81* 0.76* -0.26 -0.19 

 [0.31] [0.32] [0.32] [0.34] [0.43] [0.44] 
GER_NAT_S × 
Sanction_Loss     0.31** 0.28** 0.29** 

    [0.11] [0.10] [0.10] 
INT_B_S ×  
Sanction_Loss     0.36* 0.36* 0.38* 

    [0.16] [0.16] [0.16] 
INT_O_S ×  
Sanction_Loss     -0.07 -0.07 -0.04 

    [0.17] [0.16] [0.16] 
Country  0.38 0.41  0.29 0.38 

  [0.35] [0.39]  [0.31] [0.36] 
Age  -0.01 0.01  -0.01 0.00 

  [0.03] [0.03]  [0.03] [0.03] 
Gender (male =1)  -0.54** 0.04  -0.54** 0.04 

  [0.20] [0.31]  [0.21] [0.31] 
High education one parent  -0.21 -0.27  -0.29 -0.34 

  [0.24] [0.26]  [0.25] [0.27] 
High education both parents  -0.39 -0.26  -0.40 -0.27 

  [0.27] [0.27]  [0.25] [0.26] 
Degree: Humanities and    0.13   0.21 
Social Sciences   [0.29]   [0.29] 

Degree:  Mathematics and    -0.10   -0.04 
Natural Sciences   [0.28]   [0.29] 

Degree: Economics   -0.47   -0.42 

   [0.31]   [0.29] 
Height   -0.04*   -0.04* 

   [0.02]   [0.02] 
Married   -1.01   -0.89 

   [0.62]   [0.65] 
Univ. exchange program   -0.32   -0.29 

   [0.30]   [0.29] 
Environmental action index   0.07   0.05 

   [0.10]   [0.09] 
Religion: Other   -0.50   -0.49 

   [0.32]   [0.32] 
Religion: Atheist   -0.11   -0.23 

   [0.43]   [0.45] 
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Religion: Christian German    -1.01*   -0.80† 
(catholic and protestant)   [0.49]   [0.45] 

Religion: Christian Russia    -0.46   -0.56 
(orthodox)   [0.36]   [0.36] 

Period 3 -0.36 -0.22 -0.11 -0.31 -0.17 -0.05 

 [0.73] [0.73] [0.74] [0.73] [0.73] [0.74] 
Period 4 -1.67** -1.59* -1.59* -1.60** -1.52* -1.50* 

 [0.62] [0.62] [0.63] [0.61] [0.62] [0.63] 
Period 5 -0.77 -0.73 -0.59 -0.65 -0.62 -0.48 

 [0.59] [0.59] [0.60] [0.58] [0.58] [0.59] 
Period 6 -1.13† -1.19† -1.20† -1.04† -1.11† -1.11† 

 [0.63] [0.63] [0.65] [0.63] [0.63] [0.64] 
Period 7 -1.98** -1.84** -1.79** -1.88** -1.74** -1.69* 

 [0.64] [0.65] [0.67] [0.64] [0.65] [0.66] 
Period 8 -1.03† -1.19† -1.16† -0.97 -1.13† -1.10† 

 [0.61] [0.61] [0.62] [0.61] [0.61] [0.62] 
Period 9 -2.74*** -2.55*** -2.53*** -2.72*** -2.54*** -2.50*** 

 [0.67] [0.67] [0.69] [0.66] [0.67] [0.68] 
Period 10 -6.47*** -6.48*** -6.40*** -6.41*** -6.43*** -6.35*** 

 [0.77] [0.78] [0.80] [0.77] [0.79] [0.80] 
Constant 0.08 0.35 6.66* 0.14 0.53 6.93* 

 [0.52] [0.91] [2.89] [0.50] [0.93] [2.83] 

       
Observations 3,456 3,366 3,267 3,456 3,366 3,267 
Number of participants 384 374 363 384 374 363 
R2_within 0.0887 0.0902 0.0893 0.105 0.107 0.106 
R2_between 0.0436 0.0512 0.0849 0.0417 0.0468 0.0826 
R2_overall 0.0748 0.0767 0.0786 0.0856 0.0875 0.0907 
Number of clusters 384 374 363 384 374 363 

Table S11 | Econometric analysis of the impact of sanction loss and demographic characteristics on 
cooperation change. We fit an OLS estimator to a model having as dependent variable the variation in 
Contribution between period t and t-1, for t=2,…,10. See Section S1.5 for variables’ description and 
further details. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are in brackets. 
*** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05; † p<0.10. 
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 591 

DEPENDENT 
VARIABLE Cooperation(t) - Cooperation(t-1) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
INDEPENDENT 
VARIABLES  
              
Sanction  4.30*** 4.22*** 4.29*** 3.97*** 3.79*** 3.62*** 

 [0.38] [0.38] [0.40] [0.73] [0.72] [0.72] 
GER_NAT_S 0.82** 0.87* 0.91* 0.60 0.60 0.56 

 [0.28] [0.41] [0.41] [0.44] [0.53] [0.53] 
INT_B_S 0.84** 0.81* 0.93** 0.86† 0.79† 0.76 

 [0.30] [0.34] [0.33] [0.44] [0.47] [0.48] 
INT_O_S 0.73* 0.76* 0.87** 0.51 0.43 0.43 

 [0.29] [0.33] [0.33] [0.47] [0.51] [0.52] 
GER_NAT_S × 
Sanction     0.92 0.93 1.14 

    [1.13] [1.11] [1.13] 
INT_B_S × Sanction     -0.12 -0.03 0.42 

    [1.04] [1.03] [1.06] 
INT_O_S × Sanction     0.68 0.94 1.27 

    [1.04] [1.04] [1.06] 
Country  0.12 0.21  0.09 0.20 

  [0.33] [0.39]  [0.33] [0.39] 
Age  -0.01 -0.00  -0.01 -0.00 

  [0.03] [0.03]  [0.03] [0.03] 
Gender (male =1)  -0.57** 0.13  -0.55** 0.15 

  [0.21] [0.34]  [0.21] [0.34] 
High education one 
parent  -0.25 -0.32  -0.24 -0.33 

  [0.27] [0.28]  [0.27] [0.28] 
High education both 
parents  -0.28 -0.16  -0.28 -0.17 

  [0.27] [0.27]  [0.27] [0.27] 
Degree: Humanities and    0.15   0.14 
Social Sciences   [0.30]   [0.30] 

Degree:  Mathematics 
and    -0.17   -0.20 
Natural Sciences   [0.30]   [0.31] 

Degree: Economics   -0.46   -0.47 

   [0.30]   [0.30] 
Height   -0.04*   -0.04* 

   [0.02]   [0.02] 
Married   -0.93   -1.02 

   [0.75]   [0.77] 
Univ. exchange program   -0.17   -0.18 

   [0.28]   [0.28] 
Environmental action 
index   0.08   0.08 

   [0.09]   [0.09] 
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Religion: Other   -0.43   -0.41 

   [0.35]   [0.35] 
Religion: Atheist   -0.13   -0.10 

   [0.50]   [0.50] 
Religion: Christian 
German    -0.83†   -0.85† 
(catholic and 

protestant)   [0.49]   [0.50] 
Religion: Christian 
Russia    -0.52   -0.53 
(orthodox)   [0.39]   [0.38] 

Period 3 -0.26 -0.12 -0.03 -0.24 -0.10 -0.01 

 [0.73] [0.73] [0.75] [0.73] [0.73] [0.74] 
Period 4 -1.58** -1.50* -1.52* -1.57** -1.49* -1.51* 

 [0.61] [0.61] [0.62] [0.61] [0.61] [0.62] 
Period 5 -0.86 -0.78 -0.66 -0.85 -0.76 -0.63 

 [0.59] [0.59] [0.60] [0.59] [0.59] [0.60] 
Period 6 -1.03 -1.07† -1.11† -1.02 -1.06† -1.09† 

 [0.63] [0.63] [0.64] [0.63] [0.63] [0.64] 
Period 7 -1.93** -1.78** -1.75** -1.92** -1.77** -1.73** 

 [0.64] [0.65] [0.67] [0.64] [0.65] [0.67] 
Period 8 -0.82 -0.96 -0.94 -0.81 -0.95 -0.93 

 [0.62] [0.61] [0.63] [0.61] [0.61] [0.63] 
Period 9 -2.69*** -2.50*** -2.51*** -2.69*** -2.50*** -2.51*** 

 [0.66] [0.67] [0.68] [0.67] [0.67] [0.69] 
Period 10 -6.30*** -6.31*** -6.26*** -6.31*** -6.32*** -6.27*** 

 [0.76] [0.78] [0.80] [0.76] [0.78] [0.80] 
Constant -0.69 -0.12 7.45* -0.58 0.13 7.69* 

 [0.52] [0.96] [3.02] [0.58] [1.02] [3.03] 

       
Observations 3,456 3,366 3,267 3,456 3,366 3,267 
Number of participants 384 374 363 384 374 363 
R2_within 0.0926 0.0931 0.0922 0.0926 0.0932 0.0927 
R2_between 0.0430 0.0484 0.0872 0.0446 0.0498 0.0873 
R2_overall 0.0795 0.0804 0.0828 0.0799 0.0810 0.0834 
Number of clusters 384 374 363 384 374 363 
Table S12 | Econometric analysis of the impact of sanction and demographic characteristics on 
cooperation change. The models replicate the analysis of Table S11 replacing 𝑺𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏_𝑳𝒐𝒔𝒔𝒕 𝟏 
with 𝑺𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒕 𝟏. The latter is a dummy variable identifying whether a participant had been 
sanctioned in the previous period, regardless of the sanction amount. See Section S1.5 for description 
of model and variables. *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.10. 
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DEPENDENT VARIABLE Sanctions 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
     
GER_NAT_S -0.58* 0.35 0.57 0.74 

 [0.30] [0.35] [0.44] [0.45] 
INT_B_S -0.05 1.00** 1.12** 1.24*** 

 [0.29] [0.34] [0.38] [0.37] 
INT_O_S 0.35 1.22*** 1.36*** 1.38*** 

 [0.26] [0.33] [0.36] [0.37] 
Contribution_other  -0.11*** -0.11*** -0.12*** 

  [0.01] [0.01] [0.01] 
Country   0.26 0.01 

   [0.30] [0.40] 
Age   0.03 0.001 

   [0.03] [0.03] 
Gender (male =1)   0.67** 0.61† 

   [0.21] [0.32] 
High education one parent   0.13 0.21 

   [0.28] [0.29] 
High education both parents   0.35 0.36 

   [0.28] [0.30] 
Degree: Humanities and     0.37 
Social Sciences    [0.33] 

Degree:  Mathematics and     0.09 
Natural Sciences    [0.35] 

Degree: Economics    0.45 

    [0.33] 
Height    0.01 

    [0.02] 
Married    0.99 

    [0.76] 
Univ. exchange programm    0.56 

    [0.38] 
Environmental action index    0.01 

    [0.10] 
Religion: Other    -0.16 

    [0.38] 
Religion: Atheist    -0.23 

    [0.52] 
Religion: Christian German     -0.07 
(catholic and protestant)    [0.47] 

Religion: Christian Russian     0.03 
(orthodox)    [0.44] 

Period 2 0.04 0.34* 0.35* 0.37* 

 [0.14] [0.15] [0.15] [0.15] 
Period 3 0.12 0.58*** 0.58*** 0.59*** 

 [0.15] [0.17] [0.17] [0.17] 
Period 4 -0.13 0.36* 0.35† 0.39* 
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 [0.16] [0.18] [0.18] [0.18] 
Period 5 -0.08 0.43* 0.42* 0.45* 

 [0.16] [0.18] [0.18] [0.18] 
Period 6 -0.09 0.45* 0.45* 0.44* 

 [0.17] [0.19] [0.19] [0.19] 
Period 7 -0.07 0.34† 0.33† 0.37* 

 [0.16] [0.18] [0.19] [0.19] 
Period 8 -0.10 0.41* 0.40* 0.42* 

 [0.16] [0.19] [0.19] [0.19] 
Period 9 -0.20 0.07 0.03 -0.06 

 [0.19] [0.22] [0.22] [0.22] 
Period 10 0.55** 0.12 0.08 0.08 

 [0.19] [0.22] [0.22] [0.23] 
Observations 19,200 19,200 18,700 18,150 
Sanctioning opportunities 
per round 1,920 1,920 1,870 1,815 
Number of clusters 384 384 374 363 
Chi2 43.20 257.3 278.3 317.0 

Table S13 | Econometric analysis of sanctioning in experiments. We fitted an ordered 
logistic regression with random effects at the individual level, having as dependent variable 
the number of tokens assigned to sanctioning each other group member in each round. Note 
that the dependent variable can be equal to 0, 1 or 2 tokens. The covariates are the same as 
those used in the models of Table S11, except for 𝑺𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏_𝑳𝒐𝒔𝒔𝒕 𝟏, and include the 
Contribution by the recipient of the sanction (Contribution_other) in Models 2-4. 
Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered at the individual level are in brackets. *** 
p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, † p<0.10. 
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 595 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE Total Contribution 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES  
       
Environmental action index  3.11 3.26  4.84† 5.23† 

  [2.31] [2.44]  [2.77] [2.98] 
Country 0.54 2.86 -2.40 0.90 3.74 10.32 

 [8.93] [9.04] [11.59] [10.26] [10.44] [11.24] 
Age 1.20 1.03 0.58 1.22 1.00 0.48 

 [0.84] [0.85] [0.98] [0.83] [0.83] [1.00] 
Gender (male =1) -21.37*** -20.64*** -21.11* -3.05 -1.31 7.51 

 [6.06] [6.05] [8.81] [6.88] [7.00] [11.69] 
High education one parent 5.09 5.27 5.64 -4.54 -3.78 -3.33 

 [7.91] [7.92] [8.00] [7.07] [6.89] [7.41] 
High education both parents -0.93 -0.70 -2.44 -2.37 -1.89 -3.10 

 [7.75] [7.69] [7.85] [9.55] [9.25] [9.41] 
Degree: Humanities and    9.16   6.43 
Social Sciences   [9.41]   [10.00] 

Degree:  Mathematics and    4.58   5.28 
Natural Sciences   [8.85]   [8.39] 

Degree: Economics   2.03   4.90 

   [9.50]   [9.38] 
Height   0.05   -0.55 

   [0.50]   [0.63] 
Married   15.63   23.40 

   [27.07]   [23.09] 
Univ. exchange program   5.59   -8.24 

   [10.06]   [11.39] 
Religion: Other   8.10   4.03 

   [9.59]   [10.94] 
Religion: Atheist   -0.58   11.19 

   [9.99]   [12.80] 
Religion: Christian German    -1.33   0.49 
(catholic and protestant)   [13.04]   [13.64] 

Religion: Christian Russia    8.75   -15.18 
(orthodox)   [12.81]   [13.57] 

RUS_NAT_NS -45.76† -44.41† -44.89†    

 [24.35] [24.48] [25.51]    
GER_NAT_S 74.55*** 75.36*** 75.64*** 73.58** 73.94** 75.11*** 

 [21.31] [21.23] [21.62] [21.81] [21.63] [21.22] 
GER_NAT_NS -0.81 0.02 0.33    
 [24.23] [24.13] [24.91]    
INT_B_S 78.08*** 78.81*** 77.33*** 77.41*** 78.13*** 79.31*** 

 [19.46] [19.34] [19.65] [19.44] [19.23] [18.98] 
INT_B_NS 2.56 3.33 2.07    

 [23.62] [23.58] [23.56]    
INT_O_S 63.34** 62.89** 61.33** 62.24** 61.73** 63.66** 
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 [19.39] [19.26] [19.25] [19.54] [19.22] [18.65] 
INT_O_NS -1.39 -0.32 -0.14    

 [22.63] [22.61] [23.44]    
Constant 208.22*** 209.45*** 204.36* 202.79*** 204.36*** 298.73* 

 [28.34] [28.27] [90.99] [26.39] [26.02] [112.68] 

       
Observations 746 744 729 374 372 363 
R2 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.20 0.21 0.22 
Number of clusters 128 128 128 64 64 64 
 
Table S14 | Econometric analysis of total individual cooperation in the experiment. We fit an OLS 
estimator having total individual contributions (Total Contribution) as the dependent variable. The set 
of covariates is the same used for the model described in Table S11 – except for past sanctions. 
Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered at the group level are in brackets. See Section S1.5 
for variable description. *** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05; † p<0.10. 
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Country / 
Source Male 

Individual 
Citizen 

Local 
Citizen 

Country 
Citizen 

World 
Citizen Trust 

GER-Exp    
   

Mean 0.49 2.42 1.41 1.87 2.16 0.62 
Median 0.50 0.71 0.95 0.87 0.76 0.49 
Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Max 1 3 3 3 3 1 
N 384 383 384 384 383 369 
GER-WVS    

   
Mean 0.50 2.18 2.13 2.25 1.69 0.58 
Median 0.50 0.84 0.83 0.73 0.94 0.49 
Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Max 1 3 3 3 3 1 
N 2046 1978 2025 2017 1976 2017 
RUS-Exp    

   
Mean 0.47 1.10 1.31 2.15 0.98 0.45 
Median 0.50 0.96 1.01 0.93 0.95 0.50 
Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Max 1 3 3 3 3 1 
N 384 384 384 372 384 372 
RUS-WVS    

   
Mean 0.45 0.93 0.89 2.58 1.49 0.71 
Median 0.50 0.98 0.95 0.67 1.00 0.45 
Min 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Max 1 3 3 3 3 1 
N 2500 2015 2164 2448 2277 2350 

Table S15 | Analysis of differences in gender and social identity in our sample and World 597 
Value Survey sample. Descriptive statistics of variables that were used in both our post-598 
experiment questionnaire and in the World Value Survey (WVS) in Germany and Russia are 599 
reported. GER-Exp and RUS-Exp denote data from our own study, while GER-WVS and RUS-600 
WVS denote data from the World Value Survey. Male is a dummy variable identifying males. 601 
The other variables are answers to the Question 25 in the questionnaire, which asked participants 602 
to express their agreement with the following statements: “I see myself as an autonomous 603 
individual” (for ‘Individual Citizen’); “I see myself as part of my local community” (for ‘Local 604 
Citizen’); “I see myself as part of the Russian (for Russian version) / German (for German 605 
version) nation.” (for ‘Country Citizen’); “I see myself as a world citizen.” (for ‘World Citizen’). 606 
Answers were given on the following scale: 0 = “Strongly disagree”; 1 = “Disagree”; 2= 607 
“Agree”, 3= “Strongly agree”. (The original scale was reversed, see Question 25). These 608 
questions were also asked in the 2011 WVS wave conducted in Russia and in 2013 WVS wave 609 
in Germany, thus making a comparison possible.  610 
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S.3 Supplementary Figures 611 

Fig. S4: The loss avoidance scheme. The probability of loss avoidance 612 
was proportional to the tokens contributed to the collective fund by the 613 
group members. Loss was certain with no contribution, and was avoided 614 
with certainty when group contributions equaled the threshold of 2,100 615 
tokens. For instance, if 1,050 tokens were contributed, the probability of 616 
loss avoidance would have been 0.5 (see dashed line). The total number 617 
of tokens available for contribution by group members was 3,000, while 618 
the sum of individual endowments (including tokens available for 619 
sanctioning) was 3,600 tokens. 620 
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(A) National and International Blind treatments with Sanctions (B) National and International Open treatments with Sanctions 

  

(C) National and International Blind treatments without Sanctions (D): National and International Open treatments without Sanctions 

  

Fig. S5: Evolution of cooperation rate by treatment and nationality. GER_Int_Blind = German participants’ decisions in International Blind interactions; 
RUS_Int_Blind = Russian participants’ decision in International Blind interactions. GER_Int_Blind = German participants’ decisions in International Blind 
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interactions. RUS_Int_Blind = Russian participants’ decisions in International Blind interactions. GER_Int_Open = German participants’ decisions in 
International Open interactions.  RUS_Int_Open = Russian participants’ decisions in International Open interactions. See Table 1 or Section S7 for definition 
of other labels.  
 

621 
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 622 

  

Panel A: National Germany –No Sanction Panel B: National Russia – No Sanction 

  

Panel C: National Germany – Sanction Panel D: National Russia – Sanction 

  

Panel E: International No Sanction – Germans Panel F: International No Sanction – Russians 
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Panel G: International Sanction – Germans Panel H: International Sanction  Russians 

Fig. S6 | Histograms of Total Individual Contributions. Total Individual Contributions 623 
over the 10 rounds are expressed in percentages of the level necessary to achieve full risk 624 
avoidance (350 tokens), had everyone else contributed the same amount. For example, if 625 
Total Individual Contributions equal 100, it means that a participant contributed 350 626 
tokens, which would produce a PLA=1 had other group members contributed the same. 627 
Total Individual Contributions are grouped into 20 bins. Frequencies (in percentage terms) 628 
are reported on the vertical axis. 629 
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Panel A: National Germany Sanction Panel B: National Russia Sanction 

  

Panel C: International Blind Sanction Panel D: International Open Sanction 

Fig. S7 | Histograms of tokens lost due to sanctions. The histograms show frequencies of tokens lost to sanctions for each period and 630 
individual. Frequencies (in percentage terms) are reported on the vertical axis. See Table S6 for possible levels of sanction losses. 631 

 632 
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 633 

Fig. S8 | Mean number of tokens spent on sanctioning, by treatment 634 
and nationality. Means are computed over each (sub)group over the 635 
whole 10 rounds, broken down by nationality in international treatments. 636 
Error bars are 95% confidence intervals with bootstrapped standard errors 637 
(10,000 repetitions). 638 
 639 

 640 
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 641 

Fig. S9 | Prosocial and antisocial sanctioning (mean number of tokens). 642 
Prosocial and Antisocial sanctioning are defined in Section S1.4. Error 643 
bars are 95% confidence intervals with bootstrapped standard errors 644 
(10,000 repetitions).  645 

646 
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 647 

Panel A: National and International Blind treatments with Sanctions Panel B: Open international treatments Vs. national treatments 

  

Fig. S10 | Evolution of sanctioning by treatment and nationality. See Table 1, Fig. S5, or Section S7 for definition of labels. Error bars are 95% confidence 648 
intervals with bootstrapped standard errors (10,000 repetitions). 649 
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 650 

 

Fig. S11 | Average expected individual payoffs per treatment. See Table 
1, Fig. S5, or Section S7 for definition of labels. Only results of pairwise 
tests between S and NS-treatments for each treatment (e.g. National 
Germany) are reported. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals with 
bootstrapped standard errors (10,000 repetitions). 
 

  651 
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 652 
Fig. S12: Histograms of Environmental Action Index. The index is the 653 
first principal component of four questions asking whether participants 654 
buy environmentally-friendly goods, save water, participate in ecological 655 
movements, and are active in recycling (see Section S1.5). The x-axis 656 
marks the score of the index. The y-axis is the frequency (in percentage 657 
terms) of observations for each possible level of the index.  658 
  659 
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 660 

 661 
Fig. S13: Relationship between Environmental Action Index and Total Contribution 662 
(individual level). Scatterplot of the score of the Environmental Action Index (see 663 
Section S1.5 and Fig. S12) on x-axis and of individual Total Contributions over the 10 664 
periods of interaction on y-axis. Environmental Action Index scores for Russia have been 665 
shifted rightwards not to have them overlap with those for Germany. Total Contributions 666 
are normalized by the level that would have yielded full loss avoidance had anyone in the 667 
group contributed that amount (350 tokens). The solid lines are OLS interpolating lines. 668 
The coefficient b of the interpolation is reported, together with its significance value. *** 669 
p<0.001; ** p<0.01.  670 
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S4 Supplementary Methods 671 

The experiment protocol has been deposited at: dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.bw2ppgdn. 672 

S4.1 Methods to ensure between-country comparability of data 673 

International experimental research is subject to three problems that may 674 

compromise data comparability24. We follow relevant literature in responding to such 675 

issues5,24. 676 

 Experimenter effects 677 

It is well-known that personal differences between experimenters conducting 678 

research sessions may induce some differences in participants’ behavior. Personal 679 

differences include personality or gestural differences, or other physiological 680 

differences in, for instance, voice pitch, intonation, and, of course, gender and age, 681 

which may ultimately elicit different responses by participants. These effects could not 682 

be eliminated, but we strived to minimize them. 683 

Firstly, we produced an experimental script (available at https://osf.io/k4d8w/) that 684 

provided a detailed description of the various stages of the experimental session and the 685 

instructions to be administered to participants (see the timeline of the experiment in Fig. 686 

S14). Each lead researcher (the authors of this paper) read the same instructions from 687 

this script, thus ensuring that identical information was given in identical order and in 688 

identical format in all the research sessions. Some of these instructions involved 689 

PowerPoint© presentations (available at https://osf.io/ch4gd/), which were prepared using 690 

the same format for all locations. Since the sessions were run simultaneously, the 691 

duration of the various stages of the session had to be approximately the same. Research 692 

materials, such as the materials to run the final lottery draw, and the video cameras used 693 

for the video links (see next sections) were also the same in all locations. 694 

Secondly, the lead researchers participated in two collective meetings before data 695 

collection, in which session procedures were discussed and agreed upon. In one meeting 696 

in Moscow, a mock experimental session was conducted by one lead researcher under 697 

the observation of all others, in order to make the conduction of the session as uniform 698 

as possible. 699 

 Language effects 700 

Since a word may have a different nuance, or additional meanings, when 701 

translated into another language, language effects may also pre-empt full comparability 702 
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of international experimental data. Differences in syntactic rules across languages, and 703 

the fact that language expressions ultimately reflect different cultural norms in the way 704 

people address each other in different countries, may also introduce some subtle 705 

differences in the way people react to the same set of instructions in different languages. 706 

In fact, a significant foreign language effect in decision-making has been found25. We 707 

followed what we believe is the best practice in cross-country and inter-country 708 

experimental research5,24 and used the back-translation method to make instructions in 709 

Russian and German as comparable as possible.   710 

As none of the five authors is bilingual in German and Russian, we elaborated the 711 

master version of the instructions in English. Researchers from our team translated this 712 

version into their native language. We then asked a professional German-Russian 713 

translator to back-translate the Russian version of the instructions into German. This 714 

back-translated version was compared with the original German version. Every difference 715 

in the two versions was discussed among members of our team and the translator, and the 716 

original translations were then adapted to minimize differences in connotation.  717 

 Currency effects 718 

Another issue that could hinder comparability is the possibility that the monetary 719 

incentives used in different locations were different from each other. We followed 720 

standard practice in experimental economics, and formulated instructions referring to 721 

‘tokens’ rather than to national monetary units. Adjusting the monetary value of a token 722 

using the official exchange rate between two currencies is not sufficient, because 723 

differences in general price levels between the two countries will alter the purchasing 724 

power of a currency when exchanged into another currency. Given that official statistics 725 

of Purchasing Power Parity are published with a delay of some years on current prices, 726 

we used the standard hourly pay rate for student assistants at universities in each country 727 

as the conversion factor to ensure that the monetary value of a token had the same 728 

purchasing power in each location. This method is appropriate for university students. 729 

This resulted in a token being worth 0.07 Euros in German locations and 2.0 Ruble in 730 

Russian locations. In addition, participants received a show-up fee of 5 Euro/150 Ruble.  731 

S4.2 Determination of sample size 732 

We anchored the sample size in our study to the sample size of other studies 733 

with a similar design to ours26-27. In these studies, the unit of observation is a group of 734 
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participants, and each group comprises 6-10 participants (we chose the lower bound of 735 

6 for our experiment). These studies had 10 groups per treatment and found a very 736 

large effect size for their treatments. In particular, the size of the effect of introducing 737 

uncertainty over the safety threshold in one of these studies27 was Cohen’s d=3.59 738 

{m1 =   150.9, m2 =    79.9, sd1 =     7.69, sd2 =    26.90}. We were skeptical that in 739 

the context of our study, in which the main treatment concerns the variation in 740 

cooperation in an international environment vis-à-vis a national one, the effect size 741 

would have been as large. Therefore, we decided to increase sample size to N=16 per 742 

treatment. Ex post power analysis confirmed that our prediction was correct. The 743 

sample size requested for Type-1 error = 0.05 ad for Power = 0.80 to detect a 744 

significant difference in the means observed in one of our key treatments (the 745 

difference of cooperation in the International Open treatment and the National Russian 746 

treatment under sanctions, where {m1 =   22.4375, m2 =   28.7875, sd1 =    6.9067, 747 

sd2 =    4.6133}) is N=15, which is very close to our choice of N=16. The size of this 748 

effect is Cohen’s d=-1.16. 749 

S4.3 Ethical approval and data protection 750 

Since our research could not provide any harm to participants and did not 751 

involve any medical treatment, the approval by an ethics committee or institutional 752 

review board was waived by our universities. The experiments were run according to 753 

the ethical standards of the experimental economics profession that do not allow 754 

deception. We followed standard procedures when dealing with human subjects, and 755 

asked every participant to read an information sheet and sign an informed consent 756 

form. Data were fully anonymized upon starting the session, as participants were 757 

assigned ID codes as soon as they entered the experiment room, and every one of their 758 

decision and answer to the questionnaire was recorded through that number. Payments 759 

were paid in cash inserted in a sealed envelope at the end of the session. Participants 760 

were asked to sign a receipt, but this was not handled by researchers but was sent to 761 

the university administrative office. No participant refused to sign the informed 762 

consent form or decided to drop out of the study, even if it was clearly stated that this 763 

was possible at any time during the session. 764 
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S.4.4 Experimental protocol 765 

 Randomization 766 

Randomization occurred at the session level. Since we wanted to achieve a fully 767 

balanced sample across treatments, we did not randomize a treatment for each session, 768 

but rather we followed a pre-fixed sequence that alternated treatments. The treatment 769 

sequence had to take into account various constraints. One constraint was that our 770 

International “Blind” treatments (where participants were not informed that they were 771 

interacting with people from another country) had to be conducted before the 772 

International “Open” treatments. Had we done differently, “contagion” effects across 773 

participants from different sessions may have affected the internal validity of the Blind 774 

treatments, because some students may have inferred that other participants were from 775 

another country. Our strategy was overall successful because most participants revealed 776 

that they expected the other laboratory to be located within their country in the Blind 777 

treatments (SI: Table S4). Other constraints had to do with the university academic 778 

calendars, as students were not present on campus out of term. We balanced the 779 

assignment of treatments to starting times, to avoid that, say, all sessions belonging to 780 

one treatment were run in the morning, while all sessions relative to another treatment 781 

were run in the afternoon. This aspect of the design should prevent that treatment effects 782 

were confounded with self-selection into particular times of the day. 783 

 Recruitment and admission 784 

32 sessions were conducted between November 2016 and February 2017. We tried 785 

to run the sessions in the shortest possible time, compatibly with the university 786 

calendars. Participants were recruited via email in Tomsk and via the recruiting systems 787 

BeLab-System in Moscow and hroot28 in Kiel and Bonn. Upon arrival, we checked 788 

students’ passport and admitted only national passport holders to the session. 789 

Participants were given an information sheet and were asked to sign an informed 790 

consent form before entering the laboratory. Upon arrival, participants were randomly 791 

allocated to individual cubicles divided by opaque separators (Fig. S15) to ensure the 792 

privacy of decisions. They were randomly divided into groups of six with three group 793 

members each being from two different locations in Germany and/or Russia depending 794 

on the treatment.  795 

 Instructions  796 
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All sessions were computerized using the experimental software z-Tree29 797 

(programs are available at https://osf.io/x82j5/). Participants from the two locations 798 

interacted via the Internet and took their decisions at the same time. They received 799 

equivalent experimental instructions in their respective native language. Participants were 800 

informed that all participants would take their decisions simultaneously and would be 801 

provided with equivalent instructions. (See the English translation of the instructions in 802 

Section S5).  803 

 804 

Fig. S14: Timeline of the experiment. (P): Participant’s activity/decision; (E): 
Experimenter’s activity 

 805 

Participants were given ample time to read the instructions and ask clarifying 806 

questions which were answered in private. To ensure that participants understood the 807 

decision task and the procedure of the experiment, we summarized the instructions in a 808 

PowerPoint© presentation with text in German or Russian (available at 809 

https://osf.io/ch4gd/). We also made clear that due to our confidential payment method we 810 

were not able to trace any individual participant’s decisions. Participants then had to 811 

answer a set of comprehension questions on their computer screens – showing German 812 

text in the German locations and Russian text in the Russian locations also in international 813 

treatments. The decision stage did not start unless all participants had answered all control 814 

questions correctly.  815 
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Fig. S15: The four experimental laboratories. 

 816 

Before entering the decision part of the experiment, participants were presented an 817 

information recap in PowerPoint© to make them familiar with the information options 818 

provided throughout the experiment.  819 

 Videoconference link  820 

To attenuate possible suspicions on the existence of the other lab, we set up two 821 

Skype© connections during the session, lasting a few minutes each. Lead researchers 822 

would briefly greet each other and introduce the other participants on a large projector 823 

screen visible to all participants. Participants were not allowed to talk or communicate 824 

with each other in this phase – as well as in any other phase of the research session. To 825 

show that the interaction was occurring in real time, we followed previous research and 826 

asked some participants in one location to state some numbers30. Such numbers were 827 

communicated via the Internet to researchers at the other location, who then wrote these 828 

numbers on a slip of paper and showed them on the projector screen through the 829 

videoconference link. The same procedure was repeated at the other location. An identical 830 

protocol was repeated in all sessions, with the exception that researchers communicated 831 

in the respective national languages in the National treatments, interacted in English in 832 

the International Open treatments, while the Skype© link was muted in the International 833 

Blind treatments. We believed that this set of procedures was the best suited to fully 834 

assure participants that they were not being deceived and that all the information given in 835 

the instruction was truthful.   836 

 Decisions   837 

After the videoconference link, participants completed a practice period on their 838 

computers. In order not to bias actual experimental decisions, participants were not 839 

communicated others’ decisions in the practice period but rather were only allowed to 840 

get familiar with the commands of the software. Afterward, the experimenters in both 841 

locations explained how the lottery would be implemented. Finally, participants made 842 
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their decisions in periods 1 to 10 in the No-Sanction (NS)- or Sanction (S)-treatments.  843 

To illustrate the participants' decision task, Fig. S16 provides the decision screen 844 

for the contribution decision in Stage 1. In addition to making their decisions, each 845 

member was informed about the contributions of all six group members as well as about 846 

the tokens in each of their personal accounts, both accumulated over the previous 847 

periods. Furthermore, they saw the total number of tokens contributed to the project and 848 

the current probability that the loss event will not occur.  849 

After participants had taken their decisions they could get visual information on 850 

each group member’s contributions in each of the previous periods (Fig. S17). In NS-851 

treatments, the period ended at this point and each participant was informed about their 852 

contribution in the current period as well as about everyone’s personal account in tokens 853 

at the end of the previous and the current periods. 854 

In S-treatments, participants entered Stage 2 and made their decision on how 855 

many tokens they wanted to spend to sanction each of the other group members. Before 856 

having done so they could retrieve information on each group member’s contributions 857 

in each of the previous periods (Fig. S17) and in the current period (Fig. S18), the 858 

accumulated number of tokens in each group member’s personal account, and the 859 

number of tokens each group member spent in the last period on each of the other group 860 

members to reduce that person’s personal account.  861 
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 862 

Fig. S16 | Participants’ decision screen and information in Stage 1. 863 
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 864 

Fig. S17: Graphical information on each group member’s contributions in each of the previous periods. 865 
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 866 

Fig. S18: Participants’ decision screen and information in Stage 2. 867 
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At the end of Stage 2 of each period, participants received the same information as in 868 

NS-treatments and learned the number of tokens spent on others and deducted from 869 

their own account.  870 

 Final procedures 871 

Having finished the experimental tasks, the lottery to decide whether the loss 872 

event would occur was played out. From a bag containing lottery chips numbered 1 - 100, 873 

one chip was drawn by a participant. If the number was larger than the percentage x of 874 

the target amount the group members had contributed to the group project, the loss event 875 

occurred and 75% of the amount collected in each group member’s personal account was 876 

lost. If the number drawn was smaller or equal to x, the loss event did not occur and each 877 

group member was paid out the total amount in his or her personal account. This 878 

procedure was repeated for each of the four groups participating in a session. The 879 

outcomes of the lottery draws were transmitted via Skype© to both participating labs but 880 

information on the lottery outcome relevant for a specific group was not made available 881 

to the participants until they had filled in a non-incentivized questionnaire on social 882 

characteristics, risk attitudes4, personal values31 and other questions taken from the World 883 

Value Survey (see Section S6). The survey questions were available and externally 884 

validated in both languages.  885 

Finally, we applied an anonymized payment procedure by distributing the 886 

payments from the experiment plus the show-up fee and receipts in an envelope marked 887 

with the cubicle number. Participants took the money, signed the receipt, confidentially 888 

put the receipt into a box, and left the laboratory. All features of the experimental design 889 

and procedure were common knowledge and did not raise any questions. Sessions lasted 890 

about 2 hours on average. Mean earnings were 25.00€ in Germany and 750 Ruble in 891 

Russia (12.5€ at the time of running the experiment) including the show-up fee (see 892 

Section S4.1).  893 
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S5 Instructions  894 

Note: No-Sanction treatments ended after Stage 1. 895 

[Sentences in brackets: Change in instructions according to specific treatments.] 896 

 897 

General instructions to the participants 898 

Welcome to this experimental session. You will take a sequence of decisions and you 899 

have the opportunity to earn money. How much money you earn will depend both on 900 

your decisions and the decisions of other participants. It is therefore very important that 901 

you read these instructions with care. 902 

 903 

Your total payoff will be paid in cash at the end of the experimental session.  904 

 905 

Both your decisions and your payoffs are anonymous, that is, no other participant will 906 

be able to associate this information with a specific person during or after the 907 

experimental session. We commit to treat your decisions confidentially and analyze 908 

them anonymously.  909 

 910 

These instructions are for your private use only. During the whole experimental session, 911 

it is not allowed to communicate with other participants. If you violate this rule, you 912 

may be dismissed from the experiment and forfeit all payments. 913 

 914 

Should you have any questions, please raise your hand. We will then come to your 915 

workstation and answer your questions in private.  916 

 917 

During the session we will not talk in terms of [Euro/Ruble], but in terms of Tokens. 918 

That means, your entire payoff will first be calculated in Tokens. At the end of the 919 

experimental session your total amount of Tokens will be converted to [Euro/Ruble] at 920 

the following rate: 921 

 922 

1 Token = 0.07 Euro/2 Ruble .  923 

 924 

In addition you will receive a show-up fee of 5 Euro/ 150 Ruble. 925 

 926 
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At the end of the session each participant will be paid in private.  927 

 928 

The participants of this experimental session are randomly divided into groups of six. 929 

You will therefore be in a group with five other participants. You and two other 930 

participants are together in this room and the other three participants are students  931 

 932 

 [National treatment: from another German city. / another Russian city.]  933 

 [International Blind treatments: (in both locations): another city6].  934 

 [International Open treatments: (in German location): a Russian city. / (in Russian 935 

location): a German city].  936 

 937 

 [International open only: Note that for participants in Germany 1 Token = 0.07 Euro. 938 

For Russian participants 1 Token = 2.0 Ruble. The exchange rate is such that equal 939 

amounts of Tokens have equivalent purchasing power in both countries.] 940 

 941 

Participants in both universities interact via internet. All participants take their decisions 942 

at the same time and are provided with equivalent instructions.  943 

 944 

We will set up a Skype connection later to show you that you are interacting in real time 945 

with participants from another city.  946 

 947 

 948 

Your decision tasks in this experiment 949 

 950 

There are 10 periods in this session and the composition of the groups will stay the 951 

same for all periods. Each group member is identified by a specific number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 952 

or 6). The identification number for each group member stays the same in all periods. 953 

 954 

In each of the 10 periods in this session you will receive an initial sum of 60 Tokens. 955 

 956 

 

6 Three German participants were in fact matched with three Russian participants, but 
this was not revealed. See Table 1, Section S4.4, and Table S4. 
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[Sanction treatments: Each period is divided into a first stage (Stage 1) and a second 957 

stage (Stage 2). In each period, you can use 50 Tokens to make decisions in Stage 1, 958 

and 10 Tokens to make decisions in Stage 2. 959 

 960 

We now explain your task in Stage 1. Later we will explain your task in Stage 2]. 961 

 962 

YOUR TASK [Sanction Treatments: IN STAGE 1] 963 

 964 

You have to decide how many of the 50 Tokens you want to allocate to a group project 965 

(see below) and how many you want to keep for yourself. What you keep for yourself 966 

will be collected in your personal account, and shall immediately be added to it. As 967 

you decide how many Tokens to allocate to the project, you also decide how many 968 

Tokens you keep for yourself. This is: 969 

 970 

Amount added to your personal account =  971 

50 Tokens minus the amount you allocated to the group project.   972 

 973 

You can only choose integer numbers.  974 

 975 

No one of the group members will observe others’ decisions when making their own.  976 

 977 

All the Tokens allocated to the project by the six group members during the 10 periods 978 

will be accumulated. If the group members altogether allocate at least 2,100 Tokens to 979 

the project by the end of the last period, each group member will be paid out what he 980 

or she has collected in his/her personal account over the 10 periods (plus the show-up 981 

fee). 982 

 983 

If the group members altogether allocate less than 2,100 Tokens to the project, then a 984 

loss event may occur with some probability. If the loss event occurs, 75% of the 985 

total amount each group member has collected in his/her personal account over 986 

the 10 periods will be lost. The remaining 25% will be paid out to each group member 987 

(plus the show-up fee). 988 

 989 
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The probability with which the loss event does not occur depends on the percentage of 990 

the target amount of 2,100 Tokens that the group allocates to the project. The more 991 

tokens the group allocates to the project in total, the higher the probability that the loss 992 

event will not occur. 993 

 994 

In general terms, if the group members allocate in total x% of the target amount of 995 

2,100 Tokens to the project by the end of period 10, the loss event will not occur 996 

with a probability of x%, and will occur with a probability (100-x)%. 997 

 998 

For instance, if the group members allocate a total of 1,050 Tokens to the project, the 999 

loss event will not occur with a probability of 50% – because 1.050 is 50% of 2100 1000 

Tokens:   1001 

      1002 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟 = = 0.5(50%). 1003 

 1004 

If the group members allocate in total 1,890Tokens to the project, the loss event will not 1005 

occur with a probability of 90% (because 1,890 Tokens is 90% of 2,100 tokens) and 1006 

will occur with the residual probability of 10%.  1007 

 1008 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟 =
1890

2100
= 0.9(90%) 1009 

 1010 

If the group members allocate in total 0 Tokens to the project, the loss event will occur 1011 

for sure.  1012 

 1013 

If the group members allocate in total 2,100 Tokens, or more, to the project, the loss 1014 

event will not occur for sure.  1015 

 1016 

Note that the Tokens allocated to the project will never be returned to anyone, 1017 

regardless of whether the loss-event occurs or not. In particular, if the group allocates 1018 

more than 2,100 Tokens to the project, the Tokens in excess of 2,000 Tokens are also 1019 

not going to be returned to anyone. For instance, if 2,200 Tokens are allocated to the 1020 

project, no one receives back the 2,200 Tokens. 1021 

 1022 
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 1023 

YOUR TASK IN STAGE 2 1024 

 1025 

In each of the 10 periods, you have to decide how many of the 10 Tokens you receive in 1026 

Stage 2 you want to spend to reduce the number of Tokens in other group 1027 

members’ personal accounts or how many you want to put in your personal 1028 

account. Any Token(s) you put in your personal account will be immediately added to 1029 

it. Any Token(s) you spend will reduce the personal account of some other group 1030 

member(s). By spending their Tokens other group members can also reduce your 1031 

personal account. Or they can leave it unchanged. They can also reduce others’ personal 1032 

accounts or leave them unchanged.  1033 

 1034 

How does this work? You can spend 1 or 2 Tokens to reduce the personal account of 1035 

any other of your group members, or you can decide to spend nothing. How many 1036 

Tokens will be deducted from the other members’ personal accounts depends on how 1037 

many group members decide to spend their Tokens, according to the following table: 1038 

 1039 

Total number of Tokens spent to reduce 

one group member’s personal account 

by the other five group members 

Number of Tokens deducted from this 

group member’s personal account 

0 0 

1 1 

2 3 

3 6 

4 10 

5 15 

6 21 

7 28 

8 36 

9 45 

10 55 

 1040 
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You will notice that the number of Tokens deducted from a group member’s personal 1041 

account will increase over-proportionately if other group members spend more Tokens 1042 

to reduce that group member’s account. 1043 

 1044 

If you and any other group member do not spend any Token(s), no Tokens will be 1045 

deducted from any other group member’s personal account. If you spend 1 Token to 1046 

reduce the personal account of a given group member, and nobody else spends any 1047 

token, then this group member’s personal account will be reduced by 1 Token.  1048 

 1049 

If you spend 2 Tokens to reduce the personal account of a given group member, and 1050 

nobody else spends any token, then this group member’s personal account will be 1051 

reduced by 3 Tokens.  1052 

 1053 

Likewise, if you spend 1 Token to reduce the personal account of a given group 1054 

member, and another group member spends 1 Token, and nobody else spend any token, 1055 

then this group member’s personal account will also be reduced by 3 Tokens. 1056 

 1057 

If other group members spend a total of 3 Tokens to reduce your account, this will 1058 

decrease by 6 Tokens. If other group members spend 5 Tokens your account will be 1059 

reduced by 15 Tokens. 1060 

 1061 

Note that the amount of Tokens in your personal account cannot ever become negative. 1062 

If the total number of Tokens that you spend and others want to reduce from your 1063 

personal account exceed what you actually have in your personal account, your personal 1064 

account will go to zero, but will not become negative. 1065 

 1066 

 1067 

At the end of Stage 2 of each period, the total amount of Tokens in your personal 1068 

account 1069 

= 1070 

Tokens collected in your personal account by the end of the previous period  1071 

(This is 0 in the first period) 1072 

+ 1073 

60 Tokens you have received at the beginning of this period 1074 
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- 1075 

Tokens you have allocated to the project in Stage 1 of this period 1076 

- 1077 

Tokens you have spent in Stage 2 of this period 1078 

- 1079 

Tokens deducted from your personal account in Stage 2 1080 

 1081 

OR ZERO TOKENS, IF THE SUM OF ALL TERMS ABOVE IS NEGATIVE. 1082 

 1083 

Before making your decisions, you will receive information on others' decisions. We 1084 

will explain to you this information later in detail. 1085 

   1086 

How it is determined whether the loss event occurs will be explained later. 1087 

 1088 

When you are finished reading these instructions, please click the OK button. 1089 

 1090 

Comprehension Questions 1091 

[No-Sanction Treatments:] 1092 

Part 1 1093 

1. If you or another group member contributes more Tokens to the project does the 1094 

probability that the loss event does not occur rise, decrease or stay the same? 1095 

a. The probability rises. 1096 

b. The probability decreases. 1097 

c. The probability stays the same. 1098 

2a. Suppose that over the 10 periods group member 1 has contributed a total of 350 1099 

Tokens and group member 5 has contributed a total of 150 Tokens to the project. And 1100 

suppose the loss event does not occur. Which of the two group members will finally 1101 

receive a higher payoff? 1102 

i.   Group member 1 receives a higher payoff. 1103 

ii.  Group member 5 receives a higher payoff. 1104 

iii. Both group members receive the same payoff. 1105 

2b. Let us now assume that the loss event does occur. Which of the two group members 1106 

will finally receive a higher payoff? 1107 
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i.   Group member 1 receives a higher payoff. 1108 

ii.  Group member 5 receives a higher payoff. 1109 

iii. Both group members receive the same payoff. 1110 

 1111 

3. Tokens that are contributed to the project will at the end of the Session  1112 

a.   ...not be paid back to those group members who had contributed them. 1113 

b.  ... be paid back to those group members who had contributed them. 1114 

c.  ... only be paid back if the loss event does not occur. 1115 

 1116 

Part 2 1117 

4. Suppose that over the 10 periods the following amounts have been contributed to the 1118 

project in total: 1119 

- Group member 1 has contributed 500 Tokens,  1120 

- Group members 2, 3 and 4 each have contributed 100 Tokens,  1121 

- Group member 5 has contributed 250 Tokens,  1122 

- Group member 6 has contributed 0 Tokens.  1123 

a. What is the probability that the loss event does not occur? 1124 

b. Assume that the loss event does not occur. What is group member 1’s final payoff 1125 

in Tokens? 1126 

c. What is group member 2’s final payoff in Tokens?  1127 

d. What is group member 6’s final payoff in Tokens?  1128 

e. Assume now that the loss event does occur. What is group member 1’s final payoff 1129 

in Tokens? 1130 

f. What is group member 2’s final payoff in Tokens?  1131 

g. What is group member 6’s final payoff in Tokens?  1132 

 1133 

Part 3 1134 

5. Suppose the amounts are like in the previous example, yet group member 1 contributes 1135 

nothing instead of 500 Tokens as before. Therefore, in total the following amounts 1136 

have been contributed to the project:  1137 

- Group member 1 has contributed 0 Tokens,  1138 

- Group members 2, 3 and 4 each have contributed 100 Tokens,  1139 

- Group member 5 has contributed 250 Tokens,  1140 

- Group member 6 has contributed 0 Tokens.  1141 
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a. What is the probability that the loss event does not occur? 1142 

b. What is group member 1’s final payoff in Tokens if the loss event does not occur?  1143 

c. What is group member 1’s final payoff in Tokens if the loss event does occur?  1144 

 1145 

Sanction Treatments 1146 

Part 1 1147 

1. If you or another group member contributes more Tokens to the project does the 1148 

probability that the loss event does not occur rise, decrease or stay the same? 1149 

a. The probability rises. 1150 

b. The probability decreases. 1151 

c. The probability stays the same. 1152 

2.a. Suppose that over the 10 periods group member 1 has contributed a total of 350 1153 

Tokens and group member 5 has contributed a total of 150 Tokens to the project. And 1154 

suppose further that no group member has spent any Tokens on reducing the number of 1155 

Tokens in any other group member’s personal account. Thus, all group members keep the 1156 

100 Tokens from Stage 2. Moreover, assume that the loss event does not occur. Which 1157 

group member will finally receive a higher payoff? 1158 

i.   Group member 1 receives a higher payoff. 1159 

ii.  Group member 5 receives a higher payoff. 1160 

iii. Both group members receive the same payoff. 1161 

2b. Let us now assume that the loss event does occur. Which group member will finally 1162 

receive a higher payoff? 1163 

i.   Group member 1 receives a higher payoff. 1164 

ii.  Group member 5 receives a higher payoff. 1165 

iii. Both group members receive the same payoff. 1166 

 1167 

3. Tokens that are contributed to the project will at the end of the Session  1168 

a.  ... not be paid back to those group members who had contributed them. 1169 

b.  ... be paid back to those group members who had contributed them. 1170 

c.  ... only be paid back if the loss event does not occur. 1171 

 1172 

4. Suppose that in a given period:  1173 

- Group member 2  spent 2 Tokens,  1174 

- Group member 3  spent 2 Tokens,  1175 
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- Group member 4  spent 1 Token,  1176 

- Group member 5  spent 1 Tokens,  1177 

- Group member 6  spent 0 Tokens,  1178 

on reducing the number of Tokens in the personal account of group member 1.  1179 

 By how many Tokens is the personal account of group member 1 reduced due to other 1180 

group members spending Tokens on reducing the personal account of group member 1181 

1? (Note: Use the table on page 4 of the Instructions). 1182 

 By how many Tokens is the personal account of group member 2 reduced in the given 1183 

period? 1184 

 1185 

Part 2 1186 

5. Suppose that over the 10 periods the following amounts have been contributed to the 1187 

project in total: 1188 

- Group member 1 has contributed 500 Tokens,  1189 

- Group members 2, 3 and 4 each have contributed 100 Tokens,  1190 

- Group member 5 has contributed 250 Tokens,  1191 

- Group member 6 has contributed 0 Tokens.  1192 

a. What is the probability that the loss event does not occur? 1193 

b. Suppose that no group member has spent any Tokens on reducing the number of 1194 

Tokens in other group members’ personal accounts. Thus, all group members’ 1195 

personal accounts will be increased by 100 Tokens. Assume that the loss event does 1196 

not occur. What is group member 1’s final payoff in Tokens? 1197 

c. What is group member 2’s final payoff in Tokens?  1198 

d. What is group member 6’s final payoff in Tokens?  1199 

e. Assume now that the loss event does occur. What is group member 1’s final payoff 1200 

in Tokens? 1201 

f. What is group member 2’s final payoff in Tokens?  1202 

g. What is group member 6’s final payoff in Tokens?  1203 

 1204 

Part 3 1205 

6. Suppose the amounts are like in the previous example, yet group member 1 contributes 1206 

nothing instead of 500 Tokens as before. Therefore, in total the following amounts 1207 

have been contributed to the project:  1208 

- Group member 1 has contributed 0 Tokens,  1209 
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- Group members 2, 3 and 4 each have contributed 100 Tokens,  1210 

- Group member 5 has contributed 250 Tokens,  1211 

- Group member 6 has contributed 0 Tokens. 1212 

a. What is the probability that the loss event does not occur? 1213 

b. Suppose that no group member has spent any Tokens on reducing the number of 1214 

Tokens in other group members’ personal accounts. Thus, all group members’ personal 1215 

accounts will be increased by 100 Tokens. What is group member 1’s final payoff in 1216 

Tokens if the loss event does not occur? 1217 

c. What is group member 1’s final payoff in Tokens if the loss event does not occur? 1218 

 1219 

  1220 
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S6 Questionnaire 1221 

N Question Answers 

1 Age Open question 

2 Sex O Female 

O Male  

3 Which degree are you attending? O economics or business 

O mathematics or 
engineering 

O natural sciences 

O medicine 

O social sciences 

O humanities 

O arts 

O other; specify 

4 Please indicate your grade point average Open question 

5 In which city were you born? Open question 

6 Did you take part in university exchange 
programs? 

Open question 

7 If yes, for how long? Open question 

8 How many years overall have you resided 
outside Russia (for Russian version) or Germany 
(for German version)? 

Open question 

9 In which country was your father born? Open question 

10 In which country was your mother born? Open question 

11 Please indicate how many older siblings you 
have 

Open question 

12 Please indicate how many younger siblings you 
have 

Open question 

13 Are you married? O yes  

O no 

14 How tall are you? Open question 

15 How much do you know about global warming 
or climate change? 

O A great deal 

O A fair amount 
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O Only a little 

O Not at all 

16 How much do you worry about global warming 
or climate change? 

O A great deal 

O A fair amount 

O Only a little 

O Not at all 

17 Do you think that global warming will pose a 
serious threat to you or your family in your 
lifetime? 

O yes 

O no 

18 Temperature rise is a part of global warming or 
climate change. Do you think rising temperatures 
are a result of human activities, a result of natural 
causes, or both? 

O Result of human 
activities 

O Result of natural causes 

O Both 

19 Have you avoided using certain products that 
harm the environment in the past year? 

O yes 

O no 

20 Have you been active in a group or organization 
that works to protect the environment in the past 
year? 

O yes 

O no 

21 Have you tried to use less water in your 
household in the past year? 

O yes 

O no 

22 Have you voluntarily recycled newspapers, glass, 
aluminum, motor oil, or other items in the past 
year? 

O yes 

O no 

23 Please answer for each of the following actions 
whether you think it can always be justified, 
never be justified, or something in between: 

O Claiming government benefits to which you 
are not entitled 

O Avoiding a fare on public transport 

O Cheating on taxes if you have a chance 

O Someone accepting a bribe in the course of 
their duties 

O Homosexuality 

O Prostitution 

O Abortion 

O Divorce 

Use the following scale, 
where 1 means “Never 
justifiable” and 5 means 
“Always justifiable” 
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O Euthanasia—ending the life of the incurable 
sick 

O Suicide 

O For a man to beat his wife 

24 How proud are you to be Russian / German? O Very proud  

O Quite proud  

O Not very proud  

O Not at all proud 

25 People have different views about themselves 
and how they relate to the world. Please indicate 
how strongly you agree or disagree with each of 
the following statements about how you see 
yourself? 

O I see myself as a world citizen.  

O I see myself as part of my local community. 

O I see myself as part of the Russian (for Russian 
version) / German (for German version) nation.  

O I see myself as part of the Commonwealth of 
Independent States (for Russian version) / 
European Union (for German version).  

O I see myself as an autonomous individual. 

Use the following scale, 
where 1 means “Strongly 
agree”, 2 - “Agree“, 3 - 
“Disagree“ and 4 means 
“Strongly disagree” 

26 What language do you normally speak at home? O Russian (for Russian 
version)  / German (for 
German version) 

O Other 

27 Generally speaking, would you say that most 
people can be trusted or that you need to be very 
careful in dealing with people? 

Use the following scale:10 
means that most people can 
be trusted and 1 means that 
you need to be very careful. 

28 All things considered, how satisfied are you with 
your life as a whole these days? 

Use the following scale: 10 
means ‘Completely 
satisfied’ and 1 means ‘Not 
at all satisfied’. 

29 For each of the following organizations, state 
how much trust do you have in them. Answer 
using the following scale, where 1 means “No 
trust at all” and 5 means “Full trust”. 

O Armed forces  

O Police 

O Press 

O Television 
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O Environmental 
organizations 

O Chancelor /President 

O Parliament 

O Government 

O Political parties 

O Justice system 

O The Churches 

O Migrants from other 
countries 

O European Union 

O Russians /Germans 

O United Nations 

30 How do you see yourself? Are you generally a 
person who is fully willing to take risks or do 
you try to avoid taking risks?  

Please tick a box on the 
scale below, where 0 means 
“fully try to avoid risk” and 
10 means “fully prepared to 
take risks” 

31 People can behave differently in different 
situations. How would you rate your willingness 
to take risks in the following areas? How are you 
prepared to take risks… 

O while driving?  

O in financial matters?  

O during leisure and sport?  

O in your occupation?  

O with your health?  

O your faith in other people? 

Please tick a box on the 
scale below, where 0 means 
“risk averse” and 10 means 
“fully prepared to take 
risks” 

32 How many inhabitants has the town where you 
lived at the age of 16? 

Open question 

33 What are your religious views? O Atheist/agnostic 

O Catholic 

O Protestant 

O Orthodox 

O Muslim 
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O Jewish 

O Hinduist 

O Buddist 

O Other: 

34 Now I will briefly describe some people. Please 
read each description carefully and tick the box 
showing how much each person is or is not like 
you. 

1 Thinking up new ideas and being creative is 
important to him/her. He/she likes to do things in 
his/her own original way.  

2 It is important to him/her to be rich. He/she 
wants to have a lot of money and expensive 
things.  

3 He/she thinks it is important that every person 
in the world should be treated equally. He/she 
believes everyone should have equal 
opportunities in life.  

4 It's important to him/her to show his/her 
abilities. He/she wants people to admire what 
he/she does.  

5 It is important to him/her to live in secure 
surroundings. He/she avoids anything that might 
endanger his/her safety.  

6 He/she likes surprises and is always looking for 
new things to do. He/she thinks it is important to 
do lots of different things in life.  

7 He/she believes that people should do what 
they're told. He/she thinks people should follow 
rules at all times, even when no one is watching.  

8 It is important to him/her to listen to people 
who are different from him/her. Even when 
he/she disagrees with them, he/she still wants to 
understand them.  

9 It is important to him/her to be humble and 
modest. He/she tries not to draw attention to 
himself/herself.  

10 Having a good time is important to him/her. 
He/she likes to “spoil” himself/herself.  

Use the following scale, 
where -1 means “Not at all 
similar to me”, 0 - “Not 
similar to me “, 1 - 
“Somewhat similar to me“, 
2 - “To an extent similar to 
me“, 3 - “Similar to me“, 
and 4 means “Fully similar 
to me” 
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11 It is important to him/her to make his/her own 
decisions about what he/she does. He/she likes to 
be free and not depend on others. 

12 It's very important to him/her to help the 
people around him/her. He/she wants to care for 
their well-being.  

13 Being very successful is important to him/her. 
He/she hopes people will recognise his/her 
achievements.  

14 It is important to him/her that the government 
ensures his/her safety against all threats. He/she 
wants the state to be strong so it can defend its 
citizens.  

15 He/she looks for adventures and likes to take 
risks. He/she wants to have an exciting life.  

16 It is important to him/her always to behave 
properly. He/she wants to avoid doing anything 
people would say is wrong.  

17 It is important to him/her to get respect from 
others. He/she wants people to do what he/she 
says.  

18 It is important to him/her to be loyal to his/her 
friends. He/she wants to devote himself/herself 
to people close to him/her.  

19 He/she strongly believes that people should 
care for nature. Looking after the environment is 
important to him/her.  

20 Tradition is important to him/her. He/she tries 
to follow the customs handed down by his/her 
religion or his/her family.  

21 He/she seeks every chance he/she can to have 
fun. It is important to him/her to do things that 
give him/her pleasure.  

22 Religion plays an important role in his/her 
life. He/She tried to live up to his/her destiny. 

23 He/She works hard, conscientiously and 
persistently. Punctuality and order are typical for 
him/her. 

35 How many times have you taken part in research 
on decision-making before? 

Open question 

36 Which is the highest level of education that your 
father achieved? 

O Primary school  
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O Secondary school 

O High school 

O Undergraduate degree 

O Master 

O Ph.D. 

37 Which is the highest level of education that your 
mother achieved? 

O Primary school  

O Secondary school 

O High school 

O Undergraduate degree 

O Master 

O Ph.D. 

38 Which is your father’s current job? Open question 

39 Which is your mother’s current job? Open question 

40 Please write your household’s yearly income, 
including all salaries, pensions, and other returns, 
net of taxes and other deductions. 

Open question 

41 Please write below your motivations for the 
decisions that you made during this research. 

Open question 

42 Please write below if you wish your opinions on 
this research. 

Open question 

43 In which city do you think the other lab was 
located? 

Open question 

 1222 

  1223 
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S7 List of Abbreviations 1224 

APLA = Average PLA = Average Probability of Loss Avoidance. 1225 

AS = Anti-social Sanctioning - instances in which an ego punished an alter who 1226 
contributed no less than the group median. 1227 

B-treatments = Blind Treatments: Participants were not made aware that students from 1228 
the other laboratory were actually from another country. 1229 

C = Total contributions by a group. 1230 

ci = Individual contribution 1231 

c-i = Strategy profile of the other players except i.  1232 

CRSD = Collective Risk Social Dilemma. 1233 

CS = Cooperative Solution: It takes the perspective of the entire group and maximizes 1234 
the total sum of expected monetary payoffs. 1235 

GER_NAT_NS = Within-country treatments in Germany without sanctions. 1236 

GER_NAT_S = Within-country treatments in Germany with sanctions. 1237 

INT = International Level of Interaction. 1238 

INT_B_NS = International (between-countries) treatments without sanctions with 1239 
“blind” interaction when participants did not know that they were interacting with 1240 
people from another country. 1241 

INT_B_S = International (between-countries) treatments with sanctions with “blind” 1242 
interaction when participants did not know that they were interacting with people from 1243 
another country. 1244 

INT_O_NS = International (between-countries) treatments without sanctions with 1245 
“open” interaction when participants knew that they were interacting with people from 1246 
another country. 1247 

INT_O_S = International (between-countries) treatments with sanctions with “open” 1248 
interaction when participants knew that they were interacting with people from another 1249 
country. 1250 

KW = Kruskal-Wallis test. 1251 

L = Percentage of a loss to each player’s private account if . 1252 

n = Number of persons in the group (in our experiment n=6). 1253 

NAT = National Level of Interaction (within Germany (GER) or Russia (RUS)). 1254 

NE = Nash Equilibrium: It identifies the set of individual actions such that each action 1255 
is the best response to others’ individual actions, assuming that each agent maximizes 1256 
their own monetary payoff. 1257 

1 1 1( ,..., , , ..., )i i i nc c c c c  
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NS-treatments = Treatment without sanctions. 1258 

O-treatments = Open Treatments: German and Russian participants were informed that 1259 
the other city was located either in Russia or in Germany, respectively. 1260 

P = Probability of Loss Avoidance.  1261 

PLA = Probability of Loss Avoidance. 1262 

PS = Pro-social Sanctioning - instances in which an ego punished an alter who 1263 
contributed less than the group median. 1264 

RUS_NAT_NS = Within-country treatments in Russia without sanctions. 1265 

RUS_NAT_S = Within-country treatments in Russia with sanctions. 1266 

s = Share of the private account that is not lost in case the loss event occurs;  1267 

Sanctiont-1 = Variable identifying whether a participant had been sanctioned in the 1268 
previous period. 1269 

S-treatments = Treatment with sanctions included at the second stage of each period of 1270 
the experiment. 1271 

SM = Supplementary Materials. 1272 

T = Certain safety threshold equal 2100 tokens.  1273 

Tokens_Deducted(t-1) = Amount of tokens deducted from a participant’s account in the 1274 
previous period. 1275 

w = Initial endowment in each period, equal to 60 tokens in NS-treatments or 50 tokens 1276 
at the first stage plus 10 tokens at the second stage in S-treatments. 1277 

WMW = Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests. 1278 

ΔCooperation = Difference in Contribution to the collective fund between the current 1279 
Period and the previous Period. 1280 

1281 

1s L 
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